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Applying Burden By Production Factors
by JAMES H. MARCH
Associate Professor of Accounting, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee Extension Division

Mentioned at the opening of this article are some reasons why
allocation of factory burden to products is not a subject to
be by- passed now, despite the decreased emphasis lately given it
in accounting literature. The enhanced accuracy of allocation inherent
in distribution of overhead classified to production factors, on bases
approporiate to eacb, is set forth and its practical utility appraised.

costing of factory overhead to products — had
B a prominent place in—thetheearly
literature of cost accounting . Cole, Church,
UR D E N A P P L I CA T I O N

Scovell, and other pioneers treated this as a major problem, and it was frequently
the subject of discussion at meetings of N.A.C.A. throughout the first decade
of its existence. Much less attention is given the subject today for several
reasons.
Burden Allocation to Products Retains Importance
Cost control has become the major problem, and rightly so, for this is a universal problem in industry. Where there is good cost control, the product costing
is likely to be dependable. Another factor tending to de- emphasize the problems
of burden application is the development of manufacturing practice, particularly
increasing specialization in processing. The question of how much fixed overhead
to apply to products continues to be a subject of lively discussion, but the question of how to allocate overhead to individual products has become of more
limited interest.
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Yet there are many plants, not only job shops but also many producing stock
items, where the products are varied and the processing is intermittent rather
than continuous. Under such circumstances the problem of burden application
may justify analysis in order to have a sound pricing policy. Also, admission of
the overhead factor in the determination of price ceilings under the Capehart
amendment to the Defense Production Act of 1950 may make it desirable for
some companies to look into this matter more carefully. Moreover, in some
cases, it becomes important in connection with the costing of government contracts.
Before Selection of Burden Base: Three Major Problems
Current literature on the subject generally treats burden application as
primarily a problem of selecting the proper burden - application base. For example, to quote from the Cost Accountants' Handbook, Section 19, page 1018,
METHODS USED TO APPLY OVERHEAD TO PRODUCT

"A variety of methods may be used for the application of overhead. The more common
ones,
.. . are:
b. Percentage of prime cost
I. Percentage of direct labor dollar
7. Percentages based on sales or market
2. Rafe per direct labor hour
prices
3. Rate per machine hours
8. Supplementary rates."
4. Rate per unit of product
5. Percentage of direct material cost

In reality this problem, the selection of the burden - application base, is a minor
one. The major decisions to be made in the development of a suitable method
of costing burden are three, to the latter two of which this article is devoted:
I. Determine how much fixed overhead is to
be applied to products.
(This question is currently receiving a
good deal of attention, especially in
writings on direct costing, so called, and
is not treated here.)

2. Determine whether it is necessary to
apply burden according to production
factors.
3. In the case of process burden, determine
what cost centers should be used.

It is with Point 2 that this article principally deals. Although the matter of
cost center composition posed by Point 3 is not a neglected one, it has seldom
been approached in relationship to the classification of burden into production
factors. Hence it is also taken up in this paper. Closing sections proceed to the
questions of burden base selection and case illustrations of situations affecting
decisions whether or not to apply burden separately by production factors.
912
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The Production Factor Basis of Burden Application
The principal production factors are materials, men, and machines. A fourth
— outside processing —must also be considered in some cases. If the utmost
accuracy is wanted where different products require different proportions of the
services of these four factors, the indirect costs to maintain the flow of production- factor services should be assigned, first, to the production factors benefitted
and then to products in proportion to the production- factor services utilized.
Although absolute accuracy cannot be attained in any method of costing
burden, separate application of each of the four types of burden is a principle
which must be accepted as theoretically sound. Whether or not it is practical
depends upon circumstances. It is a costly procedure, and yet there are numerous
cases where it is considered necessary and practical to make separate application
of at least one of the four burden types. In other cases it may be desirable to
make separate application of these four types of burden to key products on a test
basis, as a measure of the accuracy of the method in use or proposed for use.
Composition of Burden Factor Classifications
With relation to products, four types of burden must be recognized, namely:
I. Outside
Material processing
burden. burden.} Procurement
2.
burden

3. personnel
Man burden
or process - Process
burden.
4. Machine burden, or more burden
broadly, work -point burden.

Costs of procuring, receiving, and storing materials would be classed as
material burden. Freight on materials would also fall into this category unless
treated as a direct cost. Defective material costs not chargeable to suppliers would
likewise be included.
The costs of buying outside work, negotiating with subcontractors and following up deliveries, shipping, and the receiving of work sent out would be classed
as outside - processing burden. In some plants these costs are of minor importance
and can be merged with material burden. In other cases they are substantial and
deserve separate treatment.
Work -point burden would include costs of taxes, insurance and depreciation
on process equipment, floor space required for processing, power, equipment
maintenance, perishable tools, jigs, fixtures, abrasives, lubricants and other supplies used in processing.
Overhead costs which are not included in any of these three types would be
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classed as process - personnel burden. Its principal components are the costs of
process supervision, general shop administration, shop trucking, inspection,
defective work, payroll taxes and insurance.
Burden Analysis; Cost Centers for Process Burden
In order to develop burden rates for separate application of the four types
of burden, it is first necessary to make a four -way analysis of the budgeted
burden at predetermined volume. A work sheet would be prepared for each
department with columns for budgeted amounts of the four categories of
burden, preceded by a total column and succeeded by explanation columns.
Service department costs would first be analyzed. The cost of operating the
purchasing, receiving, and stores departments would be for the most part procurement burden and would be divided equitably between material burden and
outside - processing burden. Tool room and maintenance department overhead
would be classed as work -point burden. The operating costs of the remaining
service departments would probably be classed as process - personnel burden,
although there might be some exceptions.
Processing department overhead costs should next be analyzed. There is
not likely to be any procurement overhead in the budgets of these departments.
Process - personnel burden and work -point burden appearing on the service
department sheets would be redistributed to processing departments.
The plant total of predetermined burden of each type would next be obtained
by adding the department totals. In the case of procurement burden, consideration can be given at this point to the selection of burden - application bases. In
the case of process burden the question of variation in burden costs at different
work centers must be studied before a selection of burden - application bases can
be made.
A cost center or burden center is a segment of a plant or, in some cases, an
entire plant, treated as a functional unit for the purpose of applying process
burden. It may be a single work- point, a machine or an assembly line, a group
of work - points within a department, a processing department, or an entire plant.
The processing departments should be the cost centers for the application of
process - personnel burden. Where it is the practice to distribute periodic factory overhead departmentally, it is not difficult to develop departmental rates
for the application of the process- personnel burden. The work sheets previously described would show the predetermined department totals of this type
of burden. There is not much variation as a rule in the proportions of process personnel burden at the different work centers in a plant. Therefore, an over914
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all plant rate is likely to be satisfactory for its application in cases where it is
not the practice to departmentalize the periodic overhead.
It is in connection with work -point burden that the most care is needed in
the selection of cost centers. Where the costs of individual operations must
be extremely accurate, the cost centers for the application of work -point overhead should be homogeneous, each center consisting of a single work -point or
a group of similar work- points. In the case of machining operations, the cost
centers would be either individual machines or homogeneous groups of machines,
and the burden rates would be called machine rates.
Where a group of dissimilar machines is arranged for continuous processing
and all material processed goes through the same series of operations, it is
usually satisfactory to treat the group so integrated as a cost center. The costs
of individual operations might be misstated but the cost of the product would
not be. In some cases, a processing department is a homogeneous plant segment and is the logical unit to use as the cost center, either because the work points in it are similar or because all work routed to the department goes
through the same series of operations.
If the cost centers selected are smaller than department size, it is necessary
to analyze the departmental totals of work -point overhead. Additional work
sheets would be prepared to distribute the predetermined work -point overhead
of each department to cost centers.
Production Factors Call For Differing Allocation Bases
Where burden is to be applied according to production factors, there may
be a different burden - application base for each type of burden. Material burden
is generally applied either on the basis of material weight or material costs, outside processing burden on the basis of the invoice cost of the outside processing.
It is logical to use direct man -hours as the basis for the application of process personnel burden. However, unless there are large variations in hourly pay rates,
approximately the same results are obtained with less clerical work by using
direct labor dollars as the application base.
It is natural and logical to use machine hours as the base for machine rates.
However, at machine centers where the ratio of man -hours to machine -hours is
constant, either direct man -hours or machine -hours may be used. The burden
costed to products would be the same in either case and there is likely to be
less clerical work if the man -hour base is used. On assembly and bench operations direct man -hours are usually a reliable application base, provided there is
a separate rate for each cost center.
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ASSUMED DATA FOR ILLUSTRATIVE CASES ON PRODUCTION FACTOR
BURDEN APPLICATION
I. Monthly burden and monthly volume:
PREDETERMINED
MONTHLY
BURDEN

Material burden
Outside - processing
burden
Process - personnel
burden
Department 10
Department 20
Work -point burden
Department 10
Cost center 11
Department 10
Cost center 21
Cost center 22

PREDETERMINED
MONTHLY VOLUME
OF BASE FACTOR

BURDEN RATES
FOR SEPARATE
APPLICATION

$16,000

$160,000 material cost

15,000

$100,000 outside processing cost

10% of material
cost
15°/, of outside
processing cost

24,000

60,000 direct man -hours

27,000

54,000 direct man -hours

20,000

20,000 machine hours

6,000

24,000 machine -hours

21,000

60,000 machine -hours

$0.40 per direct
man -hour
$0.50 per direct
man -hour
$1.00 per machine hour
$0.25 per machine hour
$0.35 per machine hour

$129,000
2. Base - factor tally for two key products:
PRODUCT A

Material cost
Outside- processing cost
Direct man -hours
Department 10
Department 20
Machine -hours
Cost center 11
Cost center 21
Cost center 22

PRODUCT B

$1,000
—0—

$2,000
3,000

120
200

—0—
200

40
SO
240

—0—
200
—0—

EXHIBIT 1

Illustrative Cases In Applying Burden
Whether to apply each of the production- factor burden types separately or to
merge two or more of them is a matter of judgment, depending on the circumstances in each case. The more varied the products and the processing, the more
reason there is likely to be for separate application. If the materials and the
processing are similar in the various products of a plant, a simpler procedure
can usually be developed which will give satisfactory results. It may be desirable
to make tests to determine whether separate application is necessary. This will
be done for a hypothetical situation in a number of illustrations based on data
given in Exhibit 1 . The illustration shown as Case 1 represents the full use of
the production factor basis, as follows:
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CASE I: SEPARATE APPLICATION ACCORDING TO PRODUCTION FACTORS

Burden applied
Material burden, at 100/.
Outside- processing burden, at 15%
Process - personnel burden
Department 10 at $0.40 per direct
man -hour
Department 20, at $0.50 per direct
men -hour
Work -point burden
Cost center 11, at $1.00 per machine -hour
Cost center 21, at $0.25 per machine -hour
Cost center 22, at $0.35 per machine -hour
Total burden cost

Product A

Product B

$100
-0— J $100

$200(
$650
450J
100}
_0
—

48
148
100

100

$292

$150

—0—

40
20

144

50

84

50

—0—

$392

$800

It has been stated that this is not always necessary. However, in the assumed
set of circumstances, it is evident that the product cost data would be unreliable
if procurement burden and process burden were merged for the purpose of
burden application. In Cases 2 and 3, where that is done on overall and
departmental man - hours, respectively, the burden cost of Product B is grossly
understated:
CASE 2: APPLICATION AT OVERALL OR BLANKET RATE BASED ON DIRECT MAN -HOURS

Product A
$361.60

Burden applied, at $1.13 per direct man -hour

Product B
$226.00

CASE 3: APPLICATION AT DEPARTMENTAL RATES BASED ON DIRECT MAN -HOURS

(Procurement burden allocated to departments on basis of direct man -hours
in order to get departmental rates.)
Department 19, at $1.01
Department 20, at $1.27
Total burden applied

Product A

Product B

$121.20
254.00

—0$254.00

$375.20

$254.00

Where the procurement burden is to be separated from process burden, it
may be feasible to merge the two types of procurement burden, i.e., material
burden and outside - processing burden. That is done in Case 4 which deals
with procurement burden only. In this example, $ 1 2 0 of procurement burden
is applied to Product A as compared with $ 1 0 0 in Case 1. The deviation is
twenty per cent. For Product B the deviation is $ 5 0 or eight per cent. In our
hypothetical case, this procedure would understate the costs of products which
APRIL, 1952
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require outside processing and would overstate the costs of the other products.
The figures, for comparison with Case 1, follow:
CASE 4:

PROCUREMENT BURDEN APPLIED O N THE BASIS OF MATERIAL AND OUTSIDE-PROCESSIN G CO ST

Procurement burden, at 12% of the cost of
material and outside processing

Product A

Product B

$120.00

$600.00

Cases 5, 6, and 7 deal with process burden only. In Case 5, the process burden, including both process - personnel burden and work -point burden, is applied
at departmental rates based on direct man - hours. In Case 6, it is applied at

SUMMARY OF PROCESS BURDEN APPLIED
SEPARATE
APPLICATION

$288.00

$192.00

$293.76
$1.76
0.6%

$4.00
1.4%

Deviation
Per cent
Product B
Department 20: (No work in Dept. 10)
$150.00
Total applied

$

Deviation
Per Cent

$200.00
50.00
33.3%

$128.60
21.40
14.3%

$

88.00
204.00

$292.00
-0 -

88.00
205.76

Case 7

$150.00
-0-

88.00
200.00

$

Case 6

$

Total applied

88.00
204.00

Case 5
$

Department 10
Department 20

$

(Case I

)

Product A

EXHIBIT 2

departmental rates based on machine- hours. These two cases follow (Comparison of Cases 5 to 7 with Case 1 is later made in summary form) :
CASE 5:

PROCESS BURDEN APPLIED AT DEPARTMENTAL RATES BASED O N DIRECT MAN -HOURS

Product A

Total process burden applied

$288.00

$200.00

PROCESS BURDEN APPLIED AT DEPARTMENTAL RATES BASED O N M A C H IN E -HOURS

Department 10, at $2.20 per machine -hour
Department 20, at $0.643 per machine -hour
Total process burden applied
918

_G_
$200.00

Product A

Product B

88.00
205.76

__G_
$128.60

$293.76

$128.60

$

CASE 6:

Product B

88.00
200.00

$

Department 10, at $0.73 1/3 per direct man -hour
Department 20, at $1.00 per direct man -hour

N.A.C.A. B U L L E T I N

Case 6 procedure is sometimes erroneously called the machine -rate method.
The rates under this method are not true machine rates, except when all
machines in a department are the same kind. When that condition prevails, a
departmental rate based on man -hours would give the same results with less
clerical work.
Where the ratio of man -hours to machine -hours differs at different machines
in a department, the departmental rate based on machine hours gives unreliable
results, for it allocates process- personnel burden on the machine -hour basis.
For example, an hour of work on an automatic gear cutter would be loaded
with the same personnel burden as an hour of work on a large milling machine
in the same department. If the gear cutter requires only one -third of an operator's time while the milling machine requires two operators, the hourly cost of
process - personnel burden at the milling machine, instead of being the same as at
a gear cutter, is actually six times as much.
In Case 7 the process burden is applied at cost - center rates based on direct
man - hours. Where the ratio of man -hours to machine -hours is constant at each
cost center, this method gives exactly the same results as separate application of
process- personnel burden and machine burden. For example, if a cost center
consists of three gear cutting machines tended by one operator who is able to
keep all three machines occupied at all times without assistance, the work -point
burden per man -hour would always be three times the rate per machine -hour.
The method illustrated in Case 7 can generally be used, therefore, in lieu of
applying personnel burden and machine burden separately. It requires less
clerical work, for machine hours need not be tallied in order to make the application to jobs or products. The figures, which agree in total with the totals
of process burden in Case 1, follow:
CASE 7: PROCESS BURDEN APPLIED AT COST- CENTER RATES BASED O N DIRECT MAN -HOURS

C o s t C e n t e r 21 , at $0.75 p e r d i r e c t m an - hour*
C o s t C e n t e r 22, a t $1.20 p e r d i r e c t m an -ho ur*

*

To t a l process b u r d e n

app li ed

$

Prod uc t A
C o s t C e n t e r 11, a t $0.73 1/3 p e r d i r e c t m a n h o u r *

88.00
60.00
144.00

$292.00

Produc t B

-0$150.00
—0—
$150.00

C a l c u l a t i o n of cost - center r a t e s :

Cost Center

Ratio of
Man -Hours to
Machine -Hours

Work -Point Burden
Per
Per
Machine Hour
Man -Hour

11

3 to 1

$1.00

21
22

I to 1
1 to 2

0.25
0.35

APRIL, 1952

$0.33 1/3
0.25
0.70

Process.
Personnel
Burden
Per Man -Hour

$0.40
0.50
0.50

Total

$0.731/3
0.75
1.20
919

The amounts of process burden which would be applied to Products A and B
under each of the last three methods (Cases 5 to 7) are summarized in Exhibit
2 and compared with the results under the separate - application method displayed earlier as Case 1.
Of the rates tested, the cost center rates appear to be the only kind which
would give satisfactory results in our hypothetical situation. There are extreme
variations from the norm in the case of Product B, a key product, when department rates are used.
Production - Factor Burden Application Deserves Consideration
Industrial managers and cost accountants are prone to give but little attention
to the study of burden - application methods. It is an abstract subject and other
matters are more pressing. Furthermore, the costing of burden involves numerous estimates and, in the final analysis, is a process of averaging. The results
at best can only be approximations. In many cases, the attitude 'reflected in these
considerations is justified, but it cannot be justified where there is marked
variety in the products and the processing.
There is a burden - application method which is sound in principle. This is
the method of separate application according to production factors and may be
used in any plant to establish norms as a means of studying alternative methods.
A study of this type may confirm the reliability of the practices regularly followed. On the other hand, it may disclose that they are not suited to current
conditions. In any case, it is a safety measure which merits consideration where
accurate product costs are needed.

920
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Fifteen Months With Price Controls—
A Case Study
by ALEXANDER W. LANSBERG
Treasurer and Controller, Plax Corporation, West Hartford, Conn.

When, on January 26, 1951, the first compulsory "cold war" price controls (except for an earlier regulation for the automotive industry)
became effective with the issuance by the Office of Price Stabilization
of the General Ceiling Price Regulation, the author's company, a manufacturer of plastics, undertook a careful study of it and has maintained
this approach in respect of developments since that time. The present
paper reflects many of the particulars of company experience to date
in conforming to successive price control regulations, applicable to
general manufacturers,
1951

by the then director of price staA STATEMENT ISSUED IN JANUARY
INbilization,
attention was directed to the possible consequences of the inflationary processes taking deep root in the economic structure of this country.
Mr. DiSalle said:
. . . The nation's mobilization, leading to shortages on the one hand and high consumer buying power on the other, compels certain economic controls if we are not to
invite serious inflation. The fight against inflation in this country is as much a bulwark
against communist aggression as is prepa redness in terms of wea pons and manpower."

Thus was founded the basic philosophy of the current price control legislation. The winter of 1950 -1951 saw the rise of many disturbing inflationary
pressures. Our national economy was operating close to capacity. Our national
output at its peak. The demand for goods and services was very great and
seemingly a limitless supply of money was available. Scare buying was considered by many to be a major factor in the sharp price advances in the last half
of 1950. With the expansion of the security program, many billions of dollars
would be released requiring a greatly expanded labor force, which would further increase spendable dollars. In December, 1950 almost twenty billions of
dollars were being spent for national defense and, with an increase to approximately fifty billions in prospect, inflationary pressure became a reality and
aroused a good deal of alarm.
Prior to the passage of the Defense Production Act of 1950 in September
of that year and also while implementation was in process, reliance was placed,
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in part, on taxation and credit controls to stabilize prices. However, on January 26, 1951, the Office of Price Stabilization issued the General Ceiling Price
Regulation, which froze selling prices at the highest level charged in the period,
December 19, 1950 to January 25, 1951.
Immediately upon receipt of the text of this regulation, the accounting staff
of our company undertook to analyze and interpret the multi -paged directive.
Many days and nights of arduous research and analysis were expended in formulating concomitant policies and procedures. Obviously, at this date it is
neither expedient nor desirable to attempt a tedious explanation of the text
of the regulation. However, it is an appropriate part of this article to outline
in a general way the procedures adopted by our accounting staff in complying
with its provisions and those of the applicable regulations which have followed.
Since we are a manufacturer, the three regulations with which we have been
principally concerned are: (1) The General Ceiling Price Regulation, dated
January 26, 1951, (2) Ceiling Price Regulation 22, dated April 25, 1951,
and (3) Supplementary Regulation 17 to Ceiling Price Regulation 22, dated
November 9, 1951. It is in this order that the regulations will be considered.
GENERAL CEILING PRICE REGULATION

Our company studied the general ceiling price regulation under the following
heads:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Records.
What the regulation does.
W hat the regulation prohibits.
Definition of ceiling prices.
Determination of manufacturer's ceiling
prices for new commodities falling within

categories dealt in during the base
period.
6. Determination of manufacturer's ceiling
prices for commodities in new categories.
7. Customary price differentials.
8, Exporters.

Most manufacturers and accountants are familiar with Executive Order 10160
issued September 9, 1950, which provided for the preparation and maintenance
of records of the prices received or asked for goods and services during the
month immediately prior to the Korean outbreak, namely, the period May 24,
1950 to June 24, 1950. To some extent the preparation of the records required
under this order, set a pattern for subsequent practice.
Some mention of the matter of records —Item 1 above —will be given as this
section of the article proceeds. Items 2 and 3 do not need special comment here.
The remainder will be treated in order, with Items 5 and 6 requiring most
attention. However, the establishment of product categories was a separate,
basic move and needs to be touched on before other topics.
922
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Commodity Category Statement
Our first undertaking was the preparation of a statement of categories or
commodities in which our company dealt during the base period. A category is
defined as a group of commodities or products which are normally classed together in our industry for purposes of production, accounting or sales. Our
products are grouped into the following categories:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Plastic bottles.
Plastic sheet.
Plastic extruded sheet.
Plastic tubing.
Plastic extruded rod and tubing.
Plastic special shapes.
Plastic molded sheet and discs.

6.
9.
10.
I I.
12.
13.
14.

Plastic molded rod and slugs.
Plastic fabricated parts.
Plastic parts purchased for resale.
Bottle treating and printing.
Molds and tools.
Research and development.
Miscellany.

"Comparison" Commodities for New Item Ceiling Prices
Our ceiling prices for all sales of the same commodity was the highest price
at which we delivered a commodity during the base period, December 19, 1950
to January 25, 1951. If we did not deliver a commodity during the base period,
our ceiling price was the highest price at which we offered it in writing for
base period delivery to a purchaser of the same class. We included established
price lists as within the scope of this definition, as they were part of an established practice in our company.
In the case of a new commodity which we did not sell or offer to sell during
the base period, but which fell within one of our categories in which we dealt
during the base period, Section 4 of the GCPR provides (and we so determined
our ceiling price) for applying to current unit direct cost (labor plus material)
the percentage markup currently being received on a "comparison" commodity.
The regulation further provided that the comparison commodity should be
in the same category as the commodity being priced, that it should be a commodity for which a ceiling price was determined in accordance with base period
delivery or written offer, and that it be selected from the commodities in the
category with lower current unit direct costs than the commodity being priced,
as the one most nearly like it. If no commodity in the category in which it fell
had a lower current unit direct cost than the new commodity, the comparison
commodity was prescribed to be the one with the same or higher current unit
direct cost most nearly like the commodity being priced. If no commodity was
being manufactured meeting the standards for a comparison commodity, the
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commodity most nearly like the commodity being priced and in which we dealt
during the base period was established as the comparison commodity, but the
current unit direct cost of the base period commodity had to be computed by
using current material prices and wage rates.
We determined our ceiling price for the new commodity by calculating our
percentage markup for the comparison commodity between its current unit direct
cost and its ceiling price, and applying this markup to the current unit direct
cost for the new commodity. This ceiling price remained the ceiling price on all
subsequent sales under GCPR.
In pricing a commodity in a different category from any dealt in during the
base period, the ceiling price became the ceiling price of the seller with whom
we were in most direct competition and who was selling the same commodity
to the same class of purchasers.
A ceiling price determined under this section of the regulation could not
be redetermined nor were we allowed to sell the commodity for which it was
determined without first having filed a report (no specific form was prescribed)
with the Director of Price Stabilization.
Briefly summarized, therefore, our ceiling prices under General Ceiling Price
Regulation of January 26, 1951 were as follows:
I. The highest price at which we delivered
a commodity to a purchaser of the same
class during the period December 19,
1950, to January 25, 1951
or, if not delivered,
2. The highest price at which we offered a
commodity to a purchaser of the same
class for delivery during the period December 19, 1950, to January 25, 1951,

including the offering implied by established price lists in effect during the
base period,
or, if neither delivered nor offered,
3. Ceiling prices established by comparison
commodity pricing methods, given some what detailed explanation in foregoing
paragraphs.

Price Differentials; Export Pricing; Compliance Representation
With respect to Item 7 in the list of topics for study, with which this portion
of the article started ceiling prices computed in accordance with the GCPR
reflected our customary price differentials, including discounts, allowances, and
usual terms of sale and delivery.
The final point, relating to pricing of goods for sale out of the country, may
be briefly covered. Our ceiling price for exported commodities was the same as
our ceiling price for domestic purchasers, adjusted for our customary export sale
differentials.
Notice of compliance with the provisions of the regulations was indicated
by a statement affixed to our invoices to customers, as follows:
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"I t is out intention to comply, and the prices here invoiced do comply, to the best
of our knowledge, with existing price regulations."
CEILING PRICE REGULATION 22

The General Ceiling Price Regulation of January 26, 1951 was dearly an
emergency or "hold- the - line" measure. By admission of the director of price
stabilization, the price structure which was frozen was badly unbalanced in
many respects. The rapid change in prices made no provision for the normal
adjustment for the prices of commodities at different levels of production.
Businesses which had held back on price increases in an effort to cooperate with
the stabilization program were at a marked disadvantage in competing with
businesses which had meanwhile raised their prices or ignored the voluntary program. In fact, prices of some companies and in some segments of industry were
frozen below actual production costs. There were many injustices and inequities and it was a foregone conclusion that remedial regulation would follow.
Consequently, on April 25, 1951, Ceiling Price Regulation 22 for general
manufacturers (a number of like regulations were similarly issued for certain
industries on other dates) was put out to provide, in the words of the director,
"a bridge between the general Ceiling Price Regulation and that which will ultimately be established through tailored regulation."
This regulation took the approach of permitting manufacturers to preserve
their pre- Korean spread between selling prices on the one hand, and direct
material and specified labor costs, on the other. However, one of the most
important features of CPR 22 has been that it does not guarantee any producer
the percentage or, because of the absence of overhead adjustment, even the gross
margin he earned in the past. It permitted upward price adjustments and made
rollbacks mandatory. Increasingly, it has changed business planning with respect to product lines and new commodities.
This regulation, which thus became available to general manufacturers in the
Spring, ran afoul of a legislative ban on further changes from GCPR, which
lasted through July 1951. This month saw enactment of revisions to the Defense Production Act, particularly the Capehart Amendments, which occasioned
Supplemenary Regulation 17 later described here. On August 9, 1951, the
Office of Price Stabilization announced the indefinite postponement of the mandatory effective date for compliance with CPR 22. The purpose of this action
was to preserve the status quo until OPS could issue regulations to carry out
the Capehart Amendment. Our company had not repriced any of our products
under CPR 22 as of June 30, 1951 and hence continued under GCPR.
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Sfudy Procedure Carried On To CPR 22
However, our studies under CPR 22 continued apace. The pattern adopted
by our accounting staff under GCPR aided greatly in promptly and intelligently
attacking this second major phase of price control compliance. In view of the
many computations and the volume of paperwork required by the terms of CPR
22, the experience gained earlier was of incalculable benefit.
The basic records required by CPR 22 for the establishment of ceilings were
the following:
I. Category statement —A statement of
commodities or services delivered or offered for deliveryy during cerfain base
periods covered by this regulation.
2. Ceiling price statement— Esfablished price
lists, special offers covered by quotations,
and actual delivered base period prices
to our purchasers.
3. Price differential sfafemenf— Cusfomary

price differentials, terms and conditions
of sale in effect during the base periods.
4. Supplementary price ceiling record and

miscellaneous data records -- Copies of
invoices, pricing and cost formulae, for
examination by government auditors and
to be preserved for the life of the Defense Production Act and two years
thereafter.

Our objective was to determine the most favorable individual product ceiling
prices allowed under the regulation by the selection of proper individual product
base period prices and adjusting them by a prime manufacturing cost (labor
plus material) adjustment factor. The principles and methods followed by our
company are presented in the following paragraphs.
Selecfion of Base Period for Product Categories
The fourteen product categories established under GCPR were again used.
CPR 22 established four alternative base periods and allowed selection of base
periods for different product categories most advantageous to the manufacturer.
The four alternative base periods, for each of which we carefully determined
base period prices of all products, were specified as follows:
I. July I, 1949, to September 30, 1949
2. October I, 1949, to December 31, 1949

3. January I, 1950, to March 31, 1950
4. April I, 1950, to June 24, 1950

Many of our products are priced from established price lists. The base period
prices of these products were determined by collection and careful review of
all of the established price lists in effect during each of the four base periods.
For each product, the highest price list during each base period was selected as
the official base period price for that product for the respective base periods.
Many other products, including the product currently providing our largest
dollar sales volume, are priced by special quotation. The base period prices of
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these products were determined by a review of sales invoices during each of
the four base periods and by a review of sales orders covering products contracted for in writing during each period. For each product, the highest price
at which it was sold or contracted for to the largest buying class of purchaser
was selected as the official base period price for that product for the respective
base periods.
The base period selected for each of our product categories was the base
period in which prices of the major products in each category were found to
be at their highest level. Most of the products priced from our formal established price lists and many products priced by special quotation were found to
be at their highest level in the earliest base period, namely, July 1, 1949 to
September 30, 1949. On the other hand, many other products were at their
highest level in alternative base periods. Thus, after an analysis of the prices
existing during the available base periods, differing periods were selected for
different product categories.
Labor Cost Adjustment Factor
CPR 22 provided two alternative methods for computing the labor cost adjustment factor: (1) on the basis of a company's entire business and (2) on
the basis of a unit of a company's business ( "unit" referring to a separate plant
or manufacturing operation). Our company has a single manufacturing operation and, therefore, elected to use the "entire business" basis.
The base period, July 1, 1949 to September 30, 1949 was the base period
chosen for product categories having the largest aggregate dollar volume of
sales in the calendar year 1950. September 30, 1949, the last day of that base
period, was the day which determined the end of the base period to be used in
calculating the labor cost adjustment factor. This factor was subsequently applied to the base period prices of product categories in all base periods.
To compute the wage increase factor, we determined the total dollar amount
of our factory payroll, as defined in the regulation, for the last factory payroll
period ending nearest to September 30, 1949. We then computed the dollar
amount of that payroll, using wage rates in effect on March 15, 1951. To the
dollar amount of this re- computed payroll, we added the applicable weekly
dollar cost of any fringe benefits added since the close of the base period payroll. The dollar amount of the difference between the original and recomputed
payrolls was then divided by the original payroll. The result was the "wage
increase factor" expressed as a percentage.
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To compute the "labor cost ratio," we determined the total dollar amount of
our factory payroll for the full calendar year 1950 and divided it by our total
net sales for the full calendar year 1950. The result was the "labor cost ratio"
expressed in a percentage.
Finally, to compute the "labor cost adjustment factor" we multiplied the
..wage increase factor' by the "labor cost ratio." The result was the "labor cost
adjustment factor' expressed as a percentage.
Material Cost Adjustment Facfor
CPR 22 provided four alternative methods of computing the material cost
adjustment factor.
I. Aggregate method — Increase in manu.
facturing materials cost computed on an
overall basis for all products combined.
2. Individual commodity method — Increase
in manufacturing materials cost computed for each product separately.
3. Product line method— Increase in menu-

facturing materials cost computed for
the best- selling commodity in each prod uct line.
4. Bill of materials method — Increase in
manufacturing materials cost computed
for products in each product line or
category.

Because of the wide variety and large number of new products manufactured
by our company, we elected to use the first or "aggregate" method. This method
enabled us to compute a single material cost adjustment, using all material cost
increases from the end of the oldest base period, July 1, 1949 to September 30,
1949, and to apply that one material cost adjustment factor to all product categories, even though some product categories fell into later base periods. This
method eliminated many individual calculations which would have been required
under the other methods and also allowed us to spread the material cost increases incurred on certain individual products, uniformly over all products,
thus tending to increase otherwise sub - normal prices on still other individual
products.
Our principal manufacturing materials are molding compounds. Other materials consumed are packing and shipping materials, purchased fuel, steam,
water, gas, electrical energy, etc. With the exception of certain of our molding
compounds and paperboard packing materials, December 31, 1950 was used
as the date to which we were permitted to compute cost increases. Increases in
costs of these molding compounds, called "coal chemical derivatives," and of
paperboard products, were calculated to March 15, 1951,as provided by Appendix B of the regulation.
The aggregate method required that we determine the quantity of each
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manufacturing material used in production during the calendar year 1950 and
multiply these quantities by the dollars and cents change in the net cost per
unit between the end of the base period September 30, 1949, and whichever
of the two later dates was applicable in the particular instance.
To compute the material cost adjustment factor, we then divided the total
dollars and cents net increase in the cost of all manufacturing materials used
during the calendar year 1950 by our total net sales for the calendar year 1950.
The result was the material cost adjustment factor expressed as a percentage.
The New Ceilings
We computed the prime manufacturing cost adjustment factor —the figure
actually used to adjust all selected base period prices —by adding together the
labor cost adjustment factor and the material cost adjustment factor.
New ceiling prices for all products for which we had 'base period prices
were then computed by multiplying the selected base period price of each product by 100 plus the manufacturing cost adjustment factor. The result of all
ceiling price adjustments was favorable to the company. With one or two
relatively minor exceptions, ceiling prices established under CPR 22 were at
satisfactory levels and, in some cases, were slightly higher than the ceiling prices
established under GCPR.
SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATION 17 TO CEILING PRICE REGULATION 22

Under date of November 8, 1951, the Office of Price Stabilization issued
the text of Supplementary Regulation 17 to Ceiling Price Regulation 22, making
changeover to CPR 22 from GSPR mandatory, effective December 19, 1951 and
providing on an optional basis for any increases in ceiling prices which may be
provided by the Capehart Amendment to the Defense Production Act.
Changes Permitted by Capehart Amendment
The act as amended provides in general that "upon application and showing
of prices and costs" OPS shall adjust ceilings to reflect cost changes, including
overhead, up to July 26, 1951. Thus, for the first time, regulations provide
for adjustment of ceilings for changes in general overhead expenses. Other
important differences between the formulae established by the amended act and
those contained in CPR 22, issued earlier, are:
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I. Under CPR 22, any of the four calendar
quarters between July I, 1949, and June
30, 1950, may be used as a base period.
The amended act provides for the use
of the period January I, 1950, through
June 24, 1950.
2. CPR 22 permits cost changes to be calculated from the end of the base quarter selected by the manufacturer. The
amended act provides that changes in
cost may be computed from the date on
which the manufacturer received the
highest price between January I, 1950,
and June 24, 1950, inclusive.
3. CPR 22 requires that increases in labor
costs be calculated up to March 15,
1951, and changes in most materials up

to either December 31, 1950, or March
15, 1951, depending upon the materiel.
The amended act extends the allowed
cutoff date for both labor and materials
to July 26, 1951.
4. CPR 22 takes into account changes only
in the costs of factory labor and manufacturing materials, whereas the amended
act requires consideration of increases
in all costs, including overhead, except
such as may be determined to be unreasonable and excessive. Furthermore,
the amended act permits adjustments of
overhead costs figures for the first half
year of 1951 to reflect any changes in
prices, wages or salaries up to July 26,
1951.

Adjusting Ceilings to Supplementary Regulation 17
Supplementary Regulation 17, issued to make these changes available, permits manufacturers to utilize many of the pricing methods and formulae embodied in CPR 22, and, therefore, only a synoptic review of the more important
provisions of the supplement will be given in the paragraphs which follow.
SR 17 provides that any seller who sold or offered for sale commodities
from January 1, 1950 through June 24, 1950, may adjust his ceiling prices
established under CPR 22, substituting the January 1, 1950 to June 24, 1950
base period for the base period previously used. The recalculated ceiling for
such commodities is the base period price, adjusted for the labor, material and
overhead adjustments computed to effect the differences in treatment listed
above.
We calculated our new labor cost adjustment and material cost adjustment
in accordance with the provisions of CPR 22, substituting, however, the July 26,
1951 date for the December 31, 1950 and /or March 15, 1951 dates. In calculating our recomputed payroll, any wage increases or fringe benefits granted
were taken into account, retroactively, to a date prior to July 26, 1951. This
date was also applied to reflect any retroactive shift premiums and increased
overtime, using the formula provided in Section 6 of the amended act. Provision also was made for a retroactive adjustment of any significant increases in
the costs of direct materials.
As previously stated, one of the most important changes provided by the
amended act is the inclusion of adjustment for increases in certain overhead
items, including general, administrative and selling expense. The amended act
lists in some detail the unallowable overhead items, these exclusions conforming
to sound accounting theory.
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Our overhead adjustment was calculated on the basis of our "entire business"
in the following manner:
I. The "1950 factory overhead factor' was
calculated by dividing the dollar amount
of our factory overhead for the 1950
overhead period (January I through
June 30, 1950) by the value of production, as defined in Section I I of the
amended act, for the same period.
2. The "1950 general overhead factor" was
calculated by dividing the dollar amount
of our general overhead for the 1950
overhead period by the net sales for the
same period.
3. The sum of these two overhead factors
is our "total 1950 overhead factor."
4. Similarly, our "total 1951 overhead factor' was calculated, substituting the
period January I, through June 30, 1951.
If the cost of any element of either our
1951 factory or general overhead was
significantly higher on July 26, 1951,
than its average cost during the first six
months of 1951, an adjustment was permitted by adding to the dollar amount

of our overhead the amount it would
have cost had we experienced the cost
in effect on July 26, 1951, during the
entire first six months of 1951. Decreases
in costs as well as increases had to be
reflected in our computation, if one or
both of these factors were used in our
computations.
5. The "1950 unit overhead" was calculated by multiplying our base period
price for the commodity being priced
by our "total 1950 overhead factor."
6. The "1951 unit overhead" was calculated by multiplying our "average 1951
overhead period price" —the price at
which a commodity was sold or offered
for sale to our largest buying class of
purchaser during our 1951 overhead
period —by our "total 1951 overhead
period factor."
7. The difference between the "1950 unit
overhead" and the "1951 unit overhead"
is our overhead adjustment.

Before adjusting ceiling prices for any commodities sold during the period
January 1 through June 24, 1950, application had to be filed by registered mail,
return receipt requested, with OPS on its Public Form 1 0 0 and in accordance
with instructions which are part of this form. A separate form for each product
had to be filed, and filed simultaneously. Upon receipt of the "postal return
receipt" adjustments could be made of any CPR 2 2 ceiling prices for which
application for pricing under SR 17 may have been made.
Conclusion
It has been possible in this paper to make only limited reference to the many
provisions of the regulations. I have attempted to confine the article's scope
to sections having specific application in the case of companies in like situations to ours. Even here, it must be recalled that similar circumstances are not
identical ones and that the choices we made where options existed, and the provisions of the regulations which seemed most significant to us, may not have
the same relevance to another comany. Nevertheless, because we did study
out, from the start, the impact of price control on our operations, the narrative
which has been given may serve to orient and assist other industrial accountants
and their companies in future studies of this subject.
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Accounting Treatment of Vacation Wages
by RAYMOND H. ARMOR
Staff Assistant to the Treasurer, Diamond Alkali Co., Cleveland, Ohio

The problem of how to account for vacation wages is one which has
confronted almost every company and every accountant at one time
or another. The present study reviews the various accounting methods
which can be used for controlling and reporting this itern —the incidence, accrual and cost application of which frequently provide problems —and discusses the relative merits of each method. A summary
of a local survey of practice in this area is given.

salaried workers in American industry
A were fairly well established byfor1850,
but it was much later before equal
NNUAL VACATIONS WITH PAY

consideration was given to the hourly workers by most employers, who defended
their position with the argument that office workers sometimes worked overtime without pay while hourly workers were paid for every hour on the job.
With the advent of increased unionism in manufacturing plants in the early
part of the twentieth century, the policy of granting paid vacations to all employees gradually became more prevalent, until today more than four of every
five workers enjoy this privilege. The last decade has seen the greatest increase in the number of workers eligible for paid vacations, since not only
have many companies established vacation pay policies for the first time, but
also existing agreements have been liberalized with regard to eligibility and
length of service requirements.
With the increased expenditures resulting from these policies, together with
management's demand for more complete and accurate cost information, the
accountant has been called upon to solve many problems arising from new and
different vacation provisions. Not only must he determine the amount of money
to which each employee is entitled, but he must also determine how to charge
vacation expenses to costs, and he must provide the machinery for distributing
such charges equitably over the accounting period.
Five Methods of Accruing Vacation Pay
Since most workers take their vacations during the summer months, expenses
would be unduly large during this period unless some method could be established to distribute them over the remainder of the year. This is usually ac932
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complished by determining in advance the approximate amount of the vacation
pay and then distributing this amount over the year on some equitable basis.
The original estimate can be made in a number of ways, depending upon the
desired accuracy.
Probably the simplest system is strictly a guess, based upon the previous
year's vacation wages, taking into consideration any overall changes in wage
rates or vacation provisions since the previous payment. One - twelfth of the
resulting estimated yearly liability can then be accrued each month by charging the proper expense accounts and crediting a reserve account designated
"Reserve for Vacation Pay." When payment is made, usually during the summer, it is charged to this account, which then has a debit balance and is treated
as a prepaid expense. This balance can be divided by the number of months
remaining in the year in order to calculate the amount to be charged to expense for those months. The account is reduced to zero at the end of the year.
Under this method, a poor original estimate is automatically corrected.
A second procedure for accruing vacation pay is much more complicated,
but it is usually more nearly accurate. Under this procedure a complete roster
of all employees is prepared at the beginning of the year. This roster is reviewed by the proper authority to determine the eligibility of each employee
and the length of paid vacation to which he is entitled. The proper rate can
then be used to determine the amount which will have to be paid to each.
Usually the total of the amounts so computed is multiplied by a reduction
factor, such as ninety-five per cent, to compensate for the fact that some employees will leave the company before their vacation pay becomes due. One twelfth of the resulting estimate is accrued each month as in the preceding
case. This procedure is particularly effective in cases in which January 1 of each
year is the governing date for eligibility and for the rate at which vacation
wages will be paid. In such cases the original estimate can be almost exact.
A third method of accrual is an estimate based upon a percentage of the
payroll. From past experience, it may be found that vacation wages are usually
a definite percentage of the total payroll, normally somewhere around four per
cent. This percentage can be multiplied by the total payroll each month to determine the amount of accrual. The advantage of such a method is that the
amount of vacation expenses recorded each month is in direct relationship to
total wages and, therefore, costs are not unduly penalized during periods of low
productivity.
A variation of this system provides for dividing the employees into a number of classes, depending upon the length of vacation to which each employee
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is entitled. (C. W. Bendel, "A Simple Formula for the Accrual of Vacation
Pay," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, May, 1946). A predetermined rate is set for each
class, such as two per cent for employees entitled to one week of paid vacation, four per cent for two weeks, and six per cent for three weeks. This percentage can be multiplied by the wages of each employee as part of the computation made each payroll period, in order to determine the amount to be
accrued and charged to expense for that period. A distinct advantage of this
system is that the vacation wage expense is realistically related to total wages,
thus properly reflecting any period of changing productivity. It thus provides
a logical method for permitting vacation costs to follow labor in the cost distributions.
An interesting system of accruing vacation pay recently suggested (C. A.
Rosenberg, et al, "Some Procedures for Accruing Vacation and Holiday Pay,"
N.A.C.A. Bulletin, November, 1949), advocates the industrial adaptation of
the accrual system used by the Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers,
in accruing leave earned but not taken by its personnel. Under this system,
a full year is considered to consist of 260 working days, of which only 220
are actually worked, the balance representing regular leave, holidays and sick
leave. The annual earnings of each salaried worker are divided by 220 to establish his "effective rate of pay," and the difference between the amount of
pay computed by using this rate and the amount paid is credited to the accrual
account. The same general treatment is used for hourly employees, except that
the actual rate is increased to the effective rate by the use of a straight predetermined percentage.
Charging Costs With Salaried and Hourly Vacation Pay
In years gone by, when vacation pay was relatively insignificant in comparison to other expenses, it was not uncommon to find the charge made in its
entirety to an account which appeared as a special item on the income statement. In this treatment it became a deduction for the determination of a manufacturer's net profit, but it was not regarded as a manufacturing expense and
so did not become a part of the cost of the finished product. Today the cost
of vacations is a significant part of production cost and should be so regarded.
For the most part the expense distribution of the vacation charges for salaried
personnel is handled entirely differently from the manner of charging the
vacation payroll of hourly employees. The vacation pay of a salaried worker
is usually considered a cost of the period in which the vacation occurs, for the
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effect of the salaried employee's work continues to a large extent during his
absence, with his associates performing his duties. The regular accounts are
charged, thereby minimizing distortion and making month -to -month comparisons more valuable. However, in cases in which it is necessary to hire temporary employees to perform the duties of those on vacation, this additional expense can rightfully be charged to the accrual account and distributed uniformly
over the year. If the entire plant is shut down and most of the office closed for
a specified vacation period, it is also usual to spread the vacation pay of the
salaried workers over the entire year.
The vacation pay of hourly employees is usually charged directly to the accrual account. A portion of this charge is transferred to cost of production
each month, either as a part of direct labor or as an element of overhead. The
determination of the amount of the charge each month depends to a certain
extent upon the method of accrual. If the accrual is based on an estimate of the
entire vacation payroll, it is usual to charge one - twelfth of the total to costs
each month. On the other hand, if the accrual is a certain percentage of the
payroll, the total monthly payroll is the governing factor, and the charges to
costs vary each month in proportion to variations in the regular payroll. In
cases in which burden rates are based upon direct labor dollars, a distribution
through burden is in reality the same as a distribution as direct labor, except
that the vacation pay loses its identity on cost sheets when it is combined with
other elements of burden. This is also true in those cases in which overhead
is applied on the basis of manhour rates and there are no wide fluctuations in
labor rates.
The Related Problem of Vacation Overhead
Recent trends in the vacation policies of industrial companies, many of them
brought on by the terms of newly negotiated union contracts, have posed specific problems of cost and presentation. Of these problems, attention will be
given here to three: (1) the practice of shutting down an entire plant for the
vacation period, (2) the practice of paying a bonus in lieu of vacations and
(3) the creation of a definite liability for vacation pay in a new union contract,
where none existed before.
When There Is an Annual Plant Shut -Down
Of comparatively recent origin is the practice of closing a whole manufacturing establishment at one time to permit all or nearly all of the employees to
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go on a vacation at once. A recent article (A. N. Wecksler, "Vacations with
Pay," Mill and Factory, June, 1950) summarized the advantages and disadvantages of this procedure from the viewpoints of management and the worker.
The chief advantages cited by Mr. Wecksler are that shutdown for vacations
permits a plant to operate at full capacity when it does operate, eliminates the
necessity of operation during the absence of key men, presents an excellent opportunity to make minor repairs without disturbing production, presents an opportunity also to take inventory under the most favorable conditions, and
eliminates "who goes when" arguments among employees. The chief disadvantages are that it is difficult to choose a period which will suit everyone, that
the date must be set well in advance when the general business conditions which
will exist are unknown, and that employees who have not yet qualified for
paid vacations must take the time off without pay. Furthermore, when two
members of a family work in different plants, they are frequently forced to take
their vacations at different times.
When a plant is closed down for a vacation period, many of the normal
business expenses continue without any compensating production. While the
vacation wages of the hourly workers are usually distributed over the remaining fifty weeks of the year, the question arises as to what should be done with
the other continuing expenses, such as the pay of salaried workers, depreciation,
taxes, insurance, rent, light, and the basic power charges.
The National Association of Cost Accountants, through its Technical Service Department, recently queried a limited number of its members on the treatment of vacation overhead. Of the fifteen replies received, three stated that the
companies did not close down for vacations and so did not have the problem
of distributing vacation overhead, eleven stated that no attempt was made to
prorate vacation overhead over the remaining fifty weeks, although one company handled vacation pay of salaried workers through an accrual along with
that of hourly employees, and only one answer indicated an accrual for vacation shutdown expense. This reply stated that the procedure was to estimate
the overhead rate during the period and then to accrue the difference between
normal overhead and estimated overhead over the remaining months.
Those who answered that overhead was charged as usual during the vacation period stated that the other weeks of the month or months in which the
vacation period fell were mostly periods of unusually high activity in anticipation of the shutdown or making up for it, and consequently, the expenses
were not too high for the period as a whole. This would seem to be particularly true in the case of companies with shutdown periods extending over parts
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of two months. Several of those whose answers indicated use of standard costs
advanced the argument that it was preferred to have the unusually high vacation expense appear on the cost sheets as a variance which could be readily explained.
When Bonus Is Paid In Lieu of Vacation
The second accounting problem occasioned by a specific vacation practice
occurs in those companies which have adopted the policy of paying their workers
a bonus in lieu of allowing them a vacation. There is a question whether this
extra pay is to be regarded as vacation pay and passed through an accrual account or whether it should be charged to expense at the time when it occurs.
If it is the policy of the company to allow no vacations, then the bonus pay
should be regarded as vacation pay and distributed over the entire year, including what would normally be the vacation period. Such a policy prevailed in
many industrial companies during the wartime emergency but has for the most
part been eliminated now. The point of view of companies which do not
want their employees to pass up a vacation for extra pay during the vacation
period has been ably expressed in the bulletin issued by one company:
"Vacations are made available to (this company's) employees to provide annual periods
of rest and relaxation. Trading a vacation for additional pay is not recognized, as
such a practice would defeat the primary objective of the vacation plan." (From
Vacationr for Indxrtrial Workerr published for Metropolitan Group Policyholder Companies by the Policyholders' Service Bureau, Group Division, Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.)
Balance Sheet Liability, If Any
The third problem which has caused accountants considerable difficulty in
connection with vacation pay concerns the question of whether or not a liability
should be recorded on the books at the end of the year. When vacation pay was
relatively insignificant in amount and paid without any compulsion, it was the
usual procedure to charge the expense in the year in which the vacation was
taken. In recent years, however, paid vacations have assumed much greater importance and are now included as provisions of nearly all union contracts.
Usually an agreement for vacation pay specifies the period of the vacation,
the period upon which it is based, and the method of determining the amount.
For office employees and others not customarily covered by wage negotiations,
it is not usual to record a liability for vacation pay. However, when the company, through an announcement to such employees, makes a definite commitAPRI L, 1952
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ment to grant paid vacations in the following year, it would seem proper for a
liability to be recorded.
A legal opinion may be necessary to determine whether or not a liability
actually exists. A recent decision of the Tax Court (Tennessee Consolidated
Coal Company, 15 TC [No. 62], 1950) places in jeopardy the policy of many
companies to show a liability on their books for vacation pay accrued but not
due, unless the employee would get his money even if he quit. In this case
the Tennessee Consolidated Coal Company had signed a contract with the
United Mine Workers which required Tennessee to pay vacation wages each
June to every employee who had worked all of the preceding twelve months
for any employer who had signed with the United Mine Workers.
Tennessee accrued vacation pay over the period it was earned and, therefore,
at the end of each year had recorded a liability for approximately half of the
estimated vacation pay due the following June. All but two of the judges of
the Tax Court agreed that Tennessee could not accrue its deduction for tax purposes for vacation payments to its mining employees, even though its labor turnover was small. The majority opinion was based on the contention that the
liability at the end of the year could not be determined, because only employees
on the payroll at vacation time would be entitled to vacation pay and because
the possibility of strikes and increases in the vacation pay rates would have a
material effect on the amount of the payment.
In the past few years, quite a number of companies which had always charged
their vacation wages to expense in the year paid decided that they now had
actual liability existing at the end of each year for vacation wages earned that
year but not payable until the following year, possibly as a result of more inclusive vacation clauses in union contracts. As a result, some of these companies have included in one year's income statement both the vacations paid in
that year and also an estimated amount for vacation pay earned that year but
not yet payable, thereby in effect changing from a cash to an accrual basis with
regard to vacation expense. These duplicate charges were usually handled in
one of two ways, either as a duplication in the current year or by charging retroactively to the previous year the amount paid in the current year but earned
in the previous year. In either case, the question comes up as to how the situation should be pointed out in certified financial statements.
Certain viewpoints published in 1950 may be pertinent. Earl C. King, Chief
Accountant of the Securities and Exchange Commission, in an article ( "Current Accounting Problems," Accounting Review, January, 1950), pointed out
the inconsistencies is disclosure of accounting changes as a result of changing
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from a cash to an accrual basis in reporting vacation pay. Some accounting firms
have taken exception to the procedure in their opinions. Others explained the
change in footnotes and took exception in their opinion. Still others explained
the change by footnotes and in the text of their reports but made no exception
in their opinions.
Carman G. Blough, Director of Research of the American Institute of Accountants, has made several recommendations for the proper explanation of such
an accounting change and the resulting dual vacation expense charge ( "Change
from Cash to Accrual Basis in Recording Vacation Costs," Journal of Accountancy, July, 1950). These recommendations are (1) that the liability
should be shown on the balance sheet at the end of the year, (2) that the duplicate expense charge should be pointed out on the income statement by a separate caption, a footnote, or both and (3) that the change affects consistency
and should be mentioned in the auditor's opinion when purely the result of a
change in accounting practice rather than a change in the basic facts and conditions, but (4) that no mention is needed in the opinion when the basic facts
and conditions change, as with negotiation of a new union contract.
Practice Marked By Variety of Methods
As an interesting part of the present study, seventeen local companies were
requested to describe the procedures they are using with respect to vacation
wages. Replies were received from sixteen companies. Of these, thirteen accrue
vacation wages of their hourly employees, while three charge vacation wages to
expense in the month paid. Thirteen companies charge vacation labor to overhead and distribute it to costs as a part of burden, two regard it as direct labor,
and one charges it to a special account not included in costs. This last company
combines vacation wages with social security taxes and bonus in a separate caption on its income statement. Of the three companies which do not accrue
vacation wages (included in the figures in the foregoing sentence), two distribute them to costs through burden and one through direct labor. Of the
thirteen companies which accrue vacation wages, only four have a remaining
liability on their books at the end of the year.
It should be pointed out that the results of this survey cannot necessarily be
considered representative of industry in general, because of the small number
of companies which participated. At all events, it is evident that there is no
uniformity in the manner of accounting for vacation wages. Each company
uses the treatment most consistent with its other accounting policies, that which
fits in best with its own cost system.
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Production Control and the Controller
by JOHN O. TOMB
Consultant, McKinsey d Company, Boston, Mass.
After .netting forth the objectives of the production control function
and briefly describing its component functions of tales and production
planning, the author of this article touches provocatively upon many
points at which the production control program can well stand a running factual appraisal which only the chief accounting officer of the
company is in a position to supply.

M

ANY BUSINESS MEN USE THE EXPRESSION,

"production control," to refer to
the process of following orders through the shop or mill. So viewed, production control is really synonymous with the scheduling and expediting of individual shop orders. However, a much broader concept of production control has
been developing in recent years. This concept recognizes that it is not sufficient
to wait until orders appear from customers before setting up manufacturing
schedules. Instead, production is geared to and measured against a predetermined program of sales and inventory objectives which management expects to
attain. This approach broadens production control to include the basic elements
of planning, scheduling, and the measurement of performance.
The starting point in a well- organized production control system is the development of a sales plan. This can be constructed by product groups or even
by individual items within each product group. During the development of the
sales plan, each of the factors which might influence future sales should be carefully appraised by qualified members of the organization. Top -level management
would presumably review and approve the program finally developed by the
planning group. Major or minor modifications might be introduced at this
stage and, because a variety of internal and external factors need to be considered, it would be clearly understood that the plan would be subject to orderly
revisions if and when warranted by changed conditions.
The sales plan is next translated into specific manufacturing schedules with
the use of engineering data on machine capacities. These schedules provide time
and cost information necessary to show the planned requirements for plant,
equipment, and personnel. Bills of materials will show the requirements for
raw materials, components, and supplies.
With the sales plan set and thus converted into schedules for plant production,
the program has provided the basis for two calculations of vital importance to
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management beyond day -to -day operations: working capital requirements and
profit results. In fact, the very existence of this information may well prove
to be a springboard for the introduction of budgetary control, if such a technique is not already in operation. This is the more true because the production
control program soon becomes obscured in a maze of exceptions if not, itself,
controlled.
On the basis of the program the production wheels start to turn. Finished
goods show up in the stock room and customers are placing orders. At this
point, adequate order and finished goods inventory records become essential.
It is especially important to know how closely order performance balances with
the sales plan. If one gets very far out of line with the other, serious inventory, warehousing, and order - filling porblems are bound to develop. As soon
as any unbalance occurs, a review and modification of the original plan becomes
a "must," assuming that the sales organization has exhausted all possible means
of bringing its sales activities in line with the planned sales.
How Does the Controller Share in Production Control?
just where does the controller fit into the picture? It involves much that is
not within his orbit. The development of a sales plan probably belongs in the
sales department, supplemented by top- management review and approval. Production scheduling surely is a manufacturing department function. The purchasing department is responsible for securing materials and supplies. Order
handling or inventory records seem to be largely routine clerical operations. In
view of the location elsewhere of these particular functions, how can the controller participate in the production control process?
For him to participate at all implies that he has taken a broad view of the
scope of his job and realizes that, by virtue of the records he keeps, he is in a
position to know more about the company's over -all operations than any other
member of the management group. He is aware that one of the most important
of his functions is to assist and advise management in the development of policies and the control of operations. He knows that more than any other member
of the management team below the chief executive, he can bring an objective
viewpoint to bear upon the analysis of policies and operations. Furthermore, he
may keep himself free of the administrative routine which encumbers executive
action in the operating divisions. If he does this, the scope of his advisory role
is limited only by his own ability to generate confidence in his fairness and helpfulness as a consultant to his fellow executives.
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The Controller and Sales Planning

up

Inasmuch as sales planning comes first in the production control cycle, it
may serve here as the first point at which to particularize the controller's services.
For example, many sales organizations have a tendency to think in terms of volume, but large volume does not always develop maximum profits. The controller
is in a position to tell company management what the over -all sales plan means
in terms of profit, how this profit compares with the company's experience,
and what its competitive implications are. Such comparisons can expose operational weaknesses before they become serious problems. He can examine the
profit results of individual items and consider how effectively the sales plan
emphasizes those which contribute most to profits. He may try to disclose the
answer to the question whether or not lower total volume but greater sales in
high -profit items would produce more satisfactory earnings.
Profit ratios may be even more important than dollar amounts. During the
past decade, more than one company has permitted rising sales and total dollar
profits to divert attention from a deterioration in the rate of profit return. In one
such case, the controller confined himself to record - keeping and neglected to
participate in the analysis or interpretation of policies and plans. His company
has been turning out very unsatisfactory profit statements in recent years,
although competitors and general industry have kept on setting new profit
records.
An integral part of these profit relationships is the pricing problem. Sometimes sales organizations develop price fixations. The controller can raise pertinent questions to open
a study of the elasticity of demand for his company's
products. Would lower prices and lower unit profit margins increase volume
enough to produce greater total earnings? This problem clearly cuts across
many segments of an enterprise. Few executives are in as good an over -all
position as the controller to make the calculations required for the correct
solution.
Sometimes handsome dividends result from measuring the profit contributions
of both promotional and marginal items. In the first case it may be asked
whether or not the profit generated by sales leaves enough to cover the extra
advertising and other promotional expenses. (Many companies concentrate their
promotional efforts upon relatively few items, yet promotional expenses are frequently charged to the entire range of products, thereby completely distorting
the relative profit contribution of each item.) In the case of marginal items,
the question is whether or not as much is gained from their inclusion in the line
as habit has led us to think. Some sales executives have an inherent tendency to
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magnify the difficulty of trading up a customer to a higher quality (and higher
price) line. This problem would be minimized if the controller could show how
the elimination of marginal items and the resulting simplification of the product
line might affect the targeting of sales efforts and over -all selling costs.
Then there is a whole series of problems relating to the cost of executing
the sales plan. Do a relatively few customers —as is often the case — account
for a substantial portion of total sales? Where this is true, it frequently happens
that many customers do not send in enough business to cover the cost of sales men's calls and order handling. To determine whether or not such a situation
exists requires a careful examination of the facts, but more than one company
has found that a careful study of its list of customers has produced both improved sales and a larger profit ratio.
The controller should also review the tools provided to the sales organization
for measuring performance. Is the sales manager furnished with the type of
control reports which permit him to spot weaknesses in his sales team before
serious damage occurs? Are the reports timely? Do they reflect the profit contribution of each sales area or of each major customer? Since, as has been noted,
profits do not always follow unit quantities, the controller could add materially
to the usefulness of sales control reports by attaching a dollar value to the variances which may develop. Such information could be in the form of comparing
the standard profit with the actual profit and highlight the resulting variance.
Inter- Relationships of Production and Sales
On the production side of the picture, the controller will probably begin by
weighing the sales plan in terms of its impact upon manufacturing costs. How
do volume increases or decreases of, say, ten per cent (usually in the area of
high probability) affect the company's profit position? What is the impact of
marginal items upon over -all manufacturing costs? Would the elimination of
marginal items permit a profitable simplification of production activities? The
answers to such questions can have a vital influence upon the future profit position of the company. The controller can render a real contribution by analyzing
the company's profit position under alternative conditions.
In relating the sales plant to production operations, the controller might
measure the added cost resulting from uneconomical production runs which fail
to even out seasonal peaks and valleys in customer demand. Uneven production
tends to increase the investment in plant and equipment over that required for
a more balanced monthly output. In addition, "stop- and -go" or unevenly proAPRIL, 1952
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portioned production can add materially to employee training costs and overtime, to say nothing of the lowering of operating efficiency.
There is also the very important matter of analyzing a sales and production
plan which calls for such substantial volume increases that new manufacturing
facilities will be required. Most Americans believe that growth is progress and,
therefore, desirable but it must always be asked whether long -range market
prospects justify the expenditure involved in erecting new facilities. Moreover,
is the organization adequately staffed to withstand the dilution of executive
manpower which could result from a new plant? Is there access to adequate raw
materials and personnel? Under some circumstances, such questions may admittedly be superfluous but it would seem to be the controller's responsibility to
explore problems of this nature to help his company avoid becoming a victim
of the "empire builder" whose profits somehow fail to follow sales volume
increases.
On the other side, there is the problem of computing the company's profit
position in the face of declining sales. What is the break -even point? What
is the cost of progressively idle capacity? What are the comparative unit production costs at various company -owned plants making similar products? Today
such questions may seem to envision conditions far removed from the realm of
possibility or, at least, of likelihood. However, proper determination of these
facts by the controller before sales hit a real tail -spin, could result in prompt
action to minimize the impact upon profits, of such a reversal.

Production Costs;Cost Alternatives
The controller is particularly interested, of course, in the cost results of factory operations. These should be presented clearly in control reports measuring
— against standards —such major factors as direct labor, material usage, scrap,
and overhead. The reports should clearly indicate the location of responsibility
for any failure of cost performance to come up to par. Moreover, the inquiring
controller may very well want to investigate the profit opportunities offered
through plant or equipment modernization. Accelerated amortization privileges
now available make this type of study even more desirable. The controller is in
the best- informed position to calculate the impact of possible capital expenditures
upon long -range profit position.
For Balanced Finished Goods Inventories, Effective Order - Handling
The finished goods area offers a host of real problems for the controller.
Finished goods inventories should exist to service anticipated customer require944
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ments, avoid the high cost of job -order operations, and provide better order filling service. But how well are these objectives met? Do the records provide
an accurate picture of customer requirements, so that order - filling performance
can be adequately measured? Does it frequently happen that orders cannot be
filled although total inventories are substantial?
By following up such questions as these, the controller can often uncover
procedural weaknesses, especially in paper work, which are making the production control system creak and groan. One company found from such analysis
that incoming merchandise was not entered in the official inventory records until
long after it was available for delivery to customers. Another learned that its
order records showed everything except the all- important fact of when the customer wanted delivery. Until this information could be developed, effective
production control was well -nigh impossible.
The profit- minded controller may also want to take a look at the cost side
of inventories and order handling. Does he know what larger or smaller investments in finished goods, or the use of sub - assemblies, would do to unit costs
and over -all profit position? Has he examined, especially from a profit viewpoint, the pros and cons of decentralized warehousing? This type of investigation would include analyzing the present geographical distribution of sales,
probable population trends, and the importance of prompt customer service and
shipping costs.
Then there is the question of the impact of a company's order or credit terms
upon the investment in finished goods inventory and warehouse facilities. Some
special discount for customers who anticipate their needs, especially on highly
seasonal items, might reduce production or warehousing costs enough to provide
a net gain for the company.
In the Line of Progress
In this paper the objectives of production control and the functioning of the
production control mechanism have been reviewed and specific indications developed of how the controller can participate in the production control function
for profit improvement. Successful companies have recognized for some time
the valuable contribution which the controller can make when he is brought into
the policy- making area. This does not mean that he appropriates the responsibilities of the sales or production managers, but it does mean that he operates
in much closer relationship to these and other executives in the production control cycle.
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Materials and Production Controls Under C.M.P.
by HAROLD E. BLISS
Assistant Controller, Lukens Steel Company, Coatesville, Penna.

Objectives and coverage of the Controlled Materials Plan, the relation of producers to it, and procedures involved in applying and accounting for allotments, are among the topics treated in this article.
Production control methods under C.M.P. are considered in the light
of control as a normal concept in operations and, in this manner, are
related to industrial practice.

Pubps

materials inventories and proT duction assumes greater importance to every business
enterprise daily as the
HE S U B J E C T O F CON T ROL O F PRO CU R E M E N T ,

broad effects of government controls become more apparent in the operation of
companies and as the industrial economy moves closer to the achievement of
the military production targets established by the National Production Authority.
The complex problems created by these controls demand a high degree of
management skill. It may be profitably reflected on that the normal economic
penalties experienced by the average business concern for failure to control its
inventories, production and sales are now implemented with government regulations. Failure to comply with these through ignorance of the law or because
of inadequate control methods, may result in the imposition of statutory or
regulatory penalties by the Government, such as fines, zejection of requests for
material, disapproval of production schedules or complete shut -down of operations.
C.M.P. Requires More Effective Procedures
It is the purpose of this article to discuss some of the more important provisions of the controlled materials plan and to suggest and describe a few of
the points at which controls and warning signals must be established to protect
a company from the results of non - compliance, errors, and lack of foresight.
It is not possible in this space to tell how to apply the controlled materials plan
to an individual company or to attempt to explain the voluminous body of
regulations and directives related to it. The various published services or the
local offices of N.P.A. are better able to relate the regulations to particular
problems.
The emergence of the controlled materials plan as a dominant force in governing the flow and utilization of certain materials, has disrupted normal sources
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of supply, changed purchasing methods, created (in some instances) unbalanced inventories, altered customer relationships and generally redirected the
trend of much of the industrial economy. These forced deviations from the
normal course of a peace -time economy will undoubtedly have a profound, and
sometimes an adverse, effect on the operations and profits of practically every
business enterprise. For this reason, none can afford to ignore the controlled
materials plan. However, management looks to the accountant to supply it with
the figure facts which will enable it to make sound decisions promptly, decisions
which comply with C.M.P. without jeopardizing the financial well -being of the
business. C.M.P. demands an exactness in the reporting of material requirements, usage and quantities in inventory well beyond what many plants now provide for in their procedures. In spite of this, it should be recognized that on the
whole, C.M.P. does not require more controls or more information than would
be required by prudent management in any company.
The Concept of Control; Its Application to C.M.P.
Before entering upon discussion of the elements which must be controlled,
it will help to consider briefly control as a concept and its related principles.
The term, "control ", is loosely used and has so many connotations that it seems
necessary to redefine and apply it specifically to the problems of C.M.P.
Webster defines control as "the exercise of a guiding, directing, governing,
and restraining influence." However, the definition given by Henri Fayol, a
Frenchman, more than fifty years ago seems more applicable to today's business
situation. He stated, in part, that "the control of an undertaking consists of
seeing that everything is being carried out in accordance with the plan that has
been adopted, the orders which have been given and the principles laid down.
Its object is to point out mistakes in order that they may be rectified and prevented from occurring again."
These two definitions emphasize one central fact. Control is a dynamic force.
It is established and maintained by people. It involves the establishment of
definite objectives, intelligent planning, and application of judgment, the ability
to make and implement decisions, the compulsion to analyze and evaluate results and the ability and the courage to take the appropriate corrective action.
This would seem to mean that we should not confuse the control system of
forms, records and clerical procedures with techniques applied by people
charged with achieving control.
Unfortunately, this is the point at which many accountants and members
of other management groups get off the track. There is a tendency to think
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that a system of records and reports is materials and production control. These
are only the tools and accomplish nothing by themselves. Not until the system
of control is implemented with qualified, trained and responsive people and
the activities of these employees are coordinated and directed to the planned
objectives does production control become a useful management tool. In short,
the essence of materials and production control is the correlation of finished
inventories with sales requirements and the correlation of raw material and
supply procurement with production requirements. In addition, at present,
further correlation must be made with the objectives and provisions of the controlled materials plan.
The effective correlation of these factors demands the highest degree of coordination of the decisions and activities of the sales, production, planning and
purchasing dpartments' personnel. Information pertinent to the regulation of
materials and production in accordance with C.M.P. must be promptly directed
to each person concerned and each decision evaluated in relationship to the
practical operating requirements of the company and C.M.P. Therefore, control
for purposes of C.M.P. means the establishment of company objectives which
conform to the pattern established by C.M.P. regulations and directives, a system of records and reports which will immediately disclose deviations from
plan, errors or omissions. More important, it means that trained, responsive employees who not only understand the requirements of C.M.P. as they relate to
a particular company but who also know and understand company objectives.
The Return of C.M.P. for Steel, Copper, and Aluminum
C.M.P. is an outgrowth of the Defense Production Act of 1950, which was
designed to increase the country's military strength and prepare against potential armed aggression. The National Production Authority to which reference
has already been made and which is known to press and public as N.P.A., was
formed on September 11, 1950 to expedite the defense program and insure
its completion. Under N.P.A. materials and production controls were started
in 1950 with a simple priority system which attempted to restrict critical materials to military programs. This plan was only a stop -gap. Priorities tend to
breed priorities and it was recognized that continuance of the plan would adversely effect the economy. Some of the authors of the 1942 C.M.P. were made
a part of the N.P.A. administrative staff in the latter part of 1950 and they
initiated the rewriting and reactivation of this control method, which became
effective on July 1, 1951 for products containing steel, copper, and aluminum.
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The objectives of the controlled materials plan are, in general:
I.

To assure that military and civilian -supporting needs for steel, aluminum and
copper are met before less essential requirements are filled.
2. To make certain of full production to the
limit of supplies of critical materials.

3. To avoid waste or use in nonessential
production of critical materials and to
avoid delays in production.

Stated in other words, the objective is to balance demands for supplies of
steel, copper and aluminum with the available resources, to reduce the demands
for these materials to actual needs, as determined by N.P.A., and to regulate
the distribution between the military and civilian programs. Translated into
terms of a specific plant, this means that if controlled materials are used C.M.P.
will tell you how much you can have, where you can purchase them, what quantities you may purchase, what product you shall make out of them, how many
you shall make, what customers you may deliver to and when you will be expected to make the delivery.
A brief notation of the significance of each of the controlled metals, which
led to its inclusion in C.M.P. follows:
I. Steel, because of its wide use for both
the military and the civilian economy.
2. Copper, because of its importance in the
manufacture of munitions and electrical
equipment.

3. Aluminum, because it is necessary to the
completion of aircraft programs and its
broad application to lighter metals.

Administration of C.M.P.; Product Classifications
Because N.P.A. administers the controlled materials plan, a word about the
general setup is appropirate here. N.P.A. operates within the U. S. Department of Commerce and has a central operating organization, an advisory committee on priorities which includes representatives of other government departments, a complement of industry divisions borrowed from the permanent
organization of the Commerce Department, and industry advisory committees
with personnel borrowed from industry. Cooperative relationships are also
maintained between N.P.A. and the several other agencies having responsibilities
for control in specialized fields, such as minerals, power and transportation.
Since the beginning of 1951 the broader control powers of N.P.A. have been
subordinated, to a great extent, to the policy making authority of the Defense
Production Administration constituted outside of regular government departments, but N.P.A. is in full practical charge of the controlled materials plan.
In discharging this function, N.P.A. determines the total demand for controlled materials necessary to serve the defense effort and assists in establishing
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the relative importance of each military program. The demands of each are
reconciled with the available supply and reduced to actual needs within the
estimated material production. Allotments of each type of material are made
to the various claimant agencies and industry divisions which, in turn, allot
specific quantities of material needed for end products to their suppliers and
subcontractors.
The plan is based on the principle that desired balance between the production of defense and civilian end products can be achieved by regulating production and inventories through the allocation of the three metals mentioned
earlier. Their use is broken down into two broad product classifications. Regulation extends to the purchase, production, sales and quantities maintained in
inventory of the controlled metals and the resulting products.
The two products classifications are:
I. Class "A" Products— Negatiyely defined
as those not listed as Class "B" Products
but consisting primarily of any fabricated
or assembled Item which contains controlled material and does not fall under
any of the categories shown on the "B"
list.

2. Class "B" Products Defined as those specifically listed in the C.M.P.48 Products
Class Reference Manual and consisting
primarily of civilian or component end
products.

The first important point of control is the determination of a company's
position with respect to Class "A" and "B" items, in order to know how and
to whom to apply for allotments, responsibility for obtaining materials for suppliers, subcontractors, etc. If there are questions or doubts concerning borderline items, it is the company's best interest to clear them up by contacting its
industry division or claimant agency. A second step involves the classification
of all the subassemblies, components and other parts purchased from others and
communication with vendors or suppliers to secure their agreement to the
classification, in writing. This practice will ensure smoother operation in seeing the materials allotments to which both are entitled and in complying with
C.M.P. requirements.
A word of caution is necessary. Changes in product classification will occur
in the Class "B" Manual. Experience gained during the third and fourth quarters of 1951 and the first quarter of 1952 will undoubtedly result in reclassification by C.M.P. Company classification lists should be set up so as to be easily
modified. Changes must be faithfully carried through to applications for allotments and to supplementary records.
The position of the company as a consumer of controlled materials, whether
a prime or secondary consumer, has a bearing on who will approve the produc950
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tion schedule and provide the material allotments. Prime consumers will receive
material allotments directly from a claimant agency industry division or government agency. Secondary consumers receive allotments from another manufacturer. If components or subassemblies are made, the company may fall into both
groups and, in that case, it is necessary to keep the records of the two groups
of products clearly apart. The distinction between the two types of consumers
is as follows:
I. A company is a prime consumer if if—
a. Sells " A" products directly to a
claimant agency.
b. Makes "B" products which are eligible for allotment from any industry
division.

c. Owns a facility or construction project and the Government grants an
allotment.
2. A company is a secondary consumer if
it makes " A" products which it sells to
another manufacturer.

Application Procedure for Allotments
A manufacturer who uses controlled materials for production purposes and
in the forms specified in C.M.P. Regulations 1, Schedule 1, mist apply for an
allotment and have his production schedule authorized. The first and most important step in preparing to file a C.M.P. application is to compute the total
amounts of controlled materials required to complete the production schedule
in terms of pounds or tons of specific shapes, forms, etc., of materials, after
taking into consideration the quantity of inventory available and the lead times
required. The procedure is complicated by the fact that the production schedule
must be reported on a monthly basis, while material requirements must be consolidated into a quarterly figure. One of four methods may be used to calculate
requirements:
Multiply the units scheduled by the exact
amount of controlled material required
for each unit. This can be accomplished
if a bill of material is available.
2. Multiply the dollar value of scheduled
production by the percentage of con-

trolled material required for each dollar
of output.
3. Use engineering estimates.
4. Use past consumption figures, adjusted
for differences between past and projected future rates of production.

Method one will be most advantageous for manufacturers of "A" products
and for others if production data includes a summary bill of material. If spare
parts are involved in the schedule, they should be expressed as a percentage
factor per unit of end product and included with the regular schedule.
Frequently scrap and rejection factors vary widely with differing levels of
production. It should be made certain that adequate records are maintained to
provide this information for the calculation of future requirements. If this inAPRIL, 1952
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formation is not available, the plant engineer or production manager should be
consulted for reliable estimates, for the requirements figure will be inadequate
if it does not contain provision for scrap and rejections.
The next step is to calculate the delivery month for each item of controlled
materials needed. Lead times, particularly multiple ones, need to be correctly
computed.
Production requirements will be the gross weight of controlled material necessary to produce the scheduled units. Requirements have to be adjusted to
reflect existing contributory conditions. A company is required to hold working
inventories to a minimum. C.M.P. sets a ceiling of a specific number of days'
supply of each kind, type or shape of controlled material in a given plant, division or department. The adjustment will be of three kinds:
I. If the inventory is at the permitted maximum, no adjustment is necessary,
2. If the inventory is above the permitted
maximum, requirements for the month
must be reduced by the amount of the
excess.

3. If the inventory is below the maximum,
requirements may be increased by the
amount of the deficiency.

The final step in applying for an allotment is to convert requirements into
the categories required by the C.M.P. application form.
Accounting for Approved Allotments
Approved allotments and production schedules are received from the various
claimant agencies, industry divisions or suppliers, normally in the form of an
approved copy of the application. Each one bears a code number consisting of
a letter and a digit. This code serves to identify the claimant agency and industry division programs, and is also the allotment identification for accounting
purposes. A separate record must be established for:
I. Each allotment identification.
2. Each controlled material as shown in
C.M.P. Regulations I.
3. Each quarter
a. Entries are made on the same allotment record for all receipts of the

same kind of controlled material under the same allotment number in
the same calendar quarter.
b. These records must be maintained at
the company's place of business and
be available for audit. The records
must be kept for three years.

If a company uses or receives allotments of controlled materials it must establish and maintain records which are accurate at all times. The regulations do not
specify what kind of records shall be maintained and, therefore, permit complete
flexibility in the development of the method used. However, in order to estab952
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lish and maintain the proper records, it is necessary to be sure of the accuracy
of the data which support the application for an allotment and the integrity
of the detail which backs u p the use or reassignment of allotments.
The vertical principle of control employed by C.M.P. places the responsibility
for allotment records with the prime consumer. For that reason, it is necessary
to keep accurate records of the allotments given to suppliers and subcontractors
and to record their deliveries against their allotments, along with other data
which may prove to be pertinent.
Production Using Controlled Materials Is Governed by Rules
Mills producing steel, copper and aluminum in the controlled shapes are subject to special rules not applicable to other industries. In general, they receive
four types of orders, stated below in the order of priority:
I. Directives
2. Authorized orders

3. DO -rated orders
4. Unrated orders

The mills are required to accept all directives and authorized orders, subject
to capacity limitations. A mill may reject authorized controlled material and DO
orders if they:
I. Exceed the required acceptance limits
specified in the "M" orders.
2. If the orders are placed later than specified in the lead times listed in Schedule
3 of C.M.P. Regulation I.

3. If the orders are for less than the minimum mill quantities specified in Schedule
4 of C.M.P. Regulation I.

Producers of Class "B" Product must have their production schedules approved by the appropriate industry division.
The ultimate success of C.M.P. depends largely on whether or not it results
in effecting a balance between material requirements and the available material
supply and whether or not the total schedules necessary for defense goals are
reached. For this reason, N.P.A. has laid down certain rules to govern manufacturers' operations:
I. Manufacturers are not supposed to fall
behind schedule. To establish the facts
on this point entails the setting up of a
system of production records which will
tell whenever an order is behind schedule
and permit advising the customer, so
that he can keep his schedules in line.
2. A producer may not complete his scheduled production earlier than the fifteenth of the month preceding the quarAPRIL, 1952

ter for which its delivery is scheduled.
That means the company cannot fill a
schedule space left open by a cancellation, for other authorized production.
3. A company may not produce more units
of the product in a given quarter than
is shown on its authorized schedule, except to make up a previous quarter's deficiency or to produce quantities of less
than minimum practicable production.
953

These ground rules point up the necessity for a system of production control which will tell the exact status of every order at any time. Even more important, production personnel must be kept fully informed concerning the
status of inventories, as well as order status and preference rating and all of
the over -all information about expected changes in product lines, engineering
changes, schedule changes, etc. Unless this is done the system of control will
prove to be valueless.
Supporting and Filing Allotments Applications
The methods employed to accumulate information for accounting purposes
have a direct bearing on the clerical effort involved in the preparation of C.M.P.
reports. For this reason, it is necessary to review company procedures and records to determine that they supply the information needed as a by- product
of normal accounting routines, whenever practical. This will obviate the necessity of setting up costly additional routines which do not fit in with existing
procedures.
Working papers supporting applications and reports should be as complete
and self - explanatory as possible. This can be best achieved by developing, in so
far as practicable, standardized working paper descriptive titles, terminology
and columnar headings. A comprehensive plan of indexing and cross - indexing
will also be helpful if the working papers are voluminous. All information
pertinent to the reports and allotment applications should be included in the
file, such as:
I. Memoranda regarding policies affecting

materials or production, instructions, telephone conversations, etc.
2. Sales forecasts, production schedules, inventory reports, etc., supporting the reports, when their inclusion with the working papers would facilitate audit or

enable a person not thoroughly conversent with the C.M.P. detail to under stand what has been done.
3. The working papers, including side calcu1ations, appropriate comments and notations describing the reasons for action
taken, exceptions, etc.

The smooth operation of C.M.P. in a plant will, to a great degree, depend
on the application of the foregoing principles to the practical operating requirements of the company. The company's copy of the application, along with
all other supporting data, should be filed to facilitate reference and retention.
It is advisable, wherever practicable, to keep all C.M.P. working papers, reports,
and schedules in one location where they can be made available for review and
audit.
Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the importance of preparing and
filing each report correctly. This cannot be achieved without the existence of a
934
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sound system of accounting and production records and, more important, employees who understand the purpose of each report and who possess the skill
to carry out instructions and correctly process involved and complex figure facts
into the proper reports. The need will stand out on review of more common
errors noted in C.M.P. report filing:
I. Over 38,000 of the first 150,000 allotment applications were filed with C.M.P.
without being properly signed.
2. Large numbers of applications were sent
to the wrong agency or division. Employees must know where each application should be sent and why.
3. Frequently the reference number which
identifies the company was not entered
on the postal card sent with the application. Many people forgot the postal
card 'and many more failed to enter the
reference number.

4. An insufficient number of copies of the
application were sent, in many instances.
The required number is four. The 1942
C.M.P. called for three. Under the present setup, the fourth copy is returned to
the company and is the authorized
schedule.
5. More than one "B" product class was
included in a single application form.
There should be one application for each.
Over 1,000 applications were returned
because of this type of error.

In addition to these simple errors, there are the more serious ones relating
to the figure facts. Failure to include important segments of usage (such as
repair and maintenance material), omission of inventories, incorrect figures, etc.,
may well lead to material shortages, unbalanced inventories, etc., or charges
for non - compliance with C.M.P. regulations.
These potential danger spots emphasize the importance of rigid control which
may be summarized as consisting of:
I. A soundly- engineered system of records,
procedures and reports which will correctly record, accumulate and report the
facts about materials and production to
the specific people responsible for
C.M.P. administration.
2. Trained and responsive employees organized to provide the most effective
guidance and regulation of the control
system.

3. Effective methods of communication
which will ensure the rapid dissemination
of pertinent information to the appropriate organization levels.
4. Centralized responsibility, along with the
commensurate authority to guide operations in accordance with the planned
objectives and to throw the "red light ",
redirect activities and take the necessary
remedial action.

A system of materials and production control is important, but do not forget
the dynamic force which makes it effective — people.
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HIGH ACCOUNTING WORK LOAD
AS THE NATIONAL PRODUCTION figure
soars, an increased burden reflects itself
in cost departments. How are cost accountants going to get figures to management in time to be of value in determining
standards and policies if cost departments
do not have sufficient trained personnel
to handle assignments?
Engineering departments over the country have met this problem by a system
of "engineering aides." With critical personnel shortages developing, engineer aides
are employed to relieve the engineer of the
routine work involved in drawing forms,
graph and computing.
The same problem is bound to exist
sooner or later in cost departments and
methods must be devised to reduce the
load on trained personnel, so that when
management requires figures and reports,
these may be submitted in time to be of
value.
Systems and methods should be devised
so that new and inexperienced help may
readily grasp the work. Short and concise
instructions must be issued. Data to be
computed must be arra nged so that methods
of computing can be regarded as routine.
In brief, it would probably not be far
amiss to say that one of the greatest problems facing the cost accountant today is
work simplification. A shortage of trained
clerical help is alrea dy with us, administrative costs are steadily rising.
JOHN J. ANGUS. Waterbury
OPERATING EFFICIENCY — A "MUST"
IT HAS BEEN RECOGNIZED in our company that economic uncertainties plus
higher taxes, freight, labor, etc. require
a realistic policy, strictly enforced, on all
factors relating to costs, to avoid slipping
towards the red. In reaching this conclu-
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sion, certain current situations were compellingly persuasive:
I. Wa ges seem to be still heading upward.
2. Factory costs continue to mount higher.
3. Fixed charges are higher.
4. Production is going down.
A definite program from the production,
sales, and executive standpoints had to be
formulated. Plantwise this program shaped
up as follows:
I. Inventories must be strictly controlled to
aid in maintaining a satisfactory cash
position.
2. Quality of product must be maintained
and improved.
3. Plant -wide efficiency must be bettered.
4. Overtime must be strictly policed.

5. Personnel relations must be made more
satisfactory and morale maintained in the
face of cut -backs in hours and employee
layoffs.
6. Customer services — manufacturing, packing and shipping —must be tuned up.
The sales department's program can be
phrased more briefly but had the same
goals in mind:
I. Sales, marketing and advertising efforts
must be stimulated.
2. Markets must be expanded and more
accounts obtained.
All supervisors, plant and administrative, have been briefed on the pla n a nd a re
treated as part of a council to consider
problems, to advise and aid each other, and
to make suggestions for improvement of
products and efficiency. Employees, through
their union representatives, have been made
cognizant of the situation and it is the
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use them, to the men on the firing line —
but as rifle ammunition, please, not shotgun

F

V I E W

stuff scattered all over the pla ce.
CHARLES SELINGER, Lansing

intention to ma ke them feel that this problem directly involves each and every one
of them and to obtain their complete cooperation.
M. J. HARRIS, Mohawk Valley

TEAM UP ON COSTS
THERE IS NO QUESTION as to who controls costs. This is an operating problem
and can be controlled only by operating personnel. There is likewise no question concerning who should accumulate the figures.
It could only be the the cost department.
Operating personnel is much too bu sy with
one technical problem, operations, to be
burdened with the equally technical job of
keeping cost records.
How to get the costs to operating personnel? The reports must be simple, accurate, and not a ma ze of accounting computations. To my mind, the simplest
method is the budget —the standard of comparision. Cost men working with the
shop foremen can set up what expenses
should be a t a certain level of production.
Then a report of actual expenses, lined
up against this budget, will high -light
the trouble spots.
The same idea can be carried into relationships of cost and sales departments.
Personnel of the latter must know proba ble
production costs before they can price competitively. The cost depa rtment must k now
probable sales volume before these probable costs can be estimated. There is
mutual dependence and interlocking service.
Let the cost accounant get the figures
together, not keep them. They should be
passed along to the department which can
APRIL, 1952

DON'T "WAIT TILL NEXT YEAR"
THE TIME TO START PLANNING for next
year's closing is right a fter the end of this
year's closing, when all the problems and
requisites are fresh in everyone's mind.
The head of the accounting department
should consult with each of his section
heads and the auditors to determine what
the rough spots were. In this joint review,
problems should be classified into two principal groups:
I. Those which can be solved by work
throughout the year within the scope of
regular routines, or with minor changes
or additions to regular routines.
2. Those which must be pointed for at
closing time in addition to the regular
routines.
The joint pla nning sta ge should not end
until a complete analysis of the problems
has been effected, the two separate lists
have been reduced to writing, and operating plans made in worka ble order for the
actual completion of all tasks before the
next closing period.
The next stage is scheduling each item
of the plan. The items on List 1 are
disposed of at once by seeing that the
minor changes or additions to existing
routines are made immediately operative.
It is su rprising how a few relatively simple
changes in procedure or utilizing a few
slack hours each month, properly directed,
can save valuable hours and even days at
the end of the year. The items on List 2
are different from those on List 1 only in
that they usu ally present the problem of an
extra job which must be fitted in.
PAUL E. COOPER, Northern Wisconsin
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A Production Planning Procedure
by L. T. KONOPAK
Konopak A Dalton, C.P.A.'S, Toledo, Ohio

It may happen that a business receiving defense contracts will (end
itself confronted with production problems of a more diverse and unyielding character than those assimilated into routine over the coxrse
of years in normal operations. To this situation and with stress on
assembly operations, this paper is addressed. It depicts in outline a
thoroughgoing production planning and control mechanism to be
availed of on receipt of contract work.

AS

OU R DE FE NSE PRODU CTI ON INCREASES,

more and more factories which
ordinarily make standard products periodically or in almost continuous
runs, are being converted into "contract" shops. This is a significant production matter because a factory making a product with slight modifications from
year to year, is operated on an entirely different basis from one producing
articles in limited quantities under a contract. Moreover, it is similarly important what kind of a contract is involved. It is a simple matter to complete a
contract for a single part. It involves merely the purchase of the specified
material, the laying out of the operations on the machines available, and procuring the necessary tools. However, if the contract is for an assembly of parts
to be manufactured, then the procedures become more complex.
In this difficult situation, there is only one way to be assured that deliveries
will be made as required, and that is to lay a schedule and set a system for
control. Yet no system is worth any more than the value of the use made
of it. A system is merely a tool. It has no power to act and it cannot correct faulty shop practices. Hence it is that the suggestions made herein are
offered only as a line of guidance in the planning of production. It should be
further pointed out at the start that plans will be of no avail unless the duties
of the shop personnel are well defined and unless each individual employed
to direct the work is made accountable for the operations under his supervision
and is also impressed with the necessity of coordinating his work with that of
the rest of the shop. The various functions of an operation must be analyzed
for this purpose. When the work of an organization is thus planned, a shop
can operate with a minimum amount of trouble.
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Contract Analysis; Procedure in the Engineering Department
A plan is a preconceived idea of the best methods of doing something. Any
plan for a factory must start with a laying out of a procedure for production
before the production is started. When a contract is received for the manufacture of a product, it becomes necessary to prepare a list of all the parts required
for assembly. It must then be determined which parts are to be purchased and
which parts are to be made in the factory.
For the parts to be made in the factory, the specifications and the quantities
of the raw materials must be determined. Each part must be analyzed to determine the operations necessary to produce it and to decide whether the operations can be performed with the tools on hand in the shop or whether new or
special tools are necessary to be purchased or made in the shop. All of the
operations involved in assembling the parts into the final product must also be
determined, so as to ascertain the subassemblies and parts which are assembled
into minor assemblies, and the assemblies and parts which are finally assembled
into the finished product.
This is largely the responsibility of the engineering department which prepares a bill of material, listing all of the parts which are to become a component of the product and grouping them according to sub or minor assemblies,
as well as designating which are to be manufactured and which are to be purchased. It specifies the raw materials to be used and has the production planning department compute and enter on the bill of material the total quantities
required, including an allowance for scrap, to the completion of the contract.
It then submits copies to the purchasing, cost, production planning, assembly
planning, time study and assembly departments.
The engineering department also ascertains whether or not any special tools
are required for the manufacture of the parts to be made in the shop and, if so,
issues orders for the tools to be made or a requisition on the purchasing department for the tools to be bought.
Also in the field of the engineering department is the responsibility of having
the time study department prepare a standard cost sheet in quadruplicate for
each part to be made in the shop, filling in all the data required by the form
except that pertaining to the costs. All copies are sent to the cost department
where costs are computed and entered on each. The cost department keeps one
copy, sends a copy to the time study department, one to the production planning department, and returns one to the engineering department which compares the total cost shown, with its own original estimate at the time the sales
price for the job was determined.
APRIL, 1952
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EXHIBIT 1

If there is an unfavorable change, the engineering department reviews the
method prescribed for producing the part, to explore any possibility of reducing its cost. If favorable revisions of operations can be found, the time study
department will be asked to prepare revised standard cost sheets. (This checkup
is made for both assemblies and subassemblies.) In conjunction with the assembly planning department and the production head, the engineering department determines the procedures to be adopted in assembling the parts into the
final assembly for the customer and makes a layout of the floor plan for the
assembly operation.
Incidentally, it may be further stated at this point that all revised standard
cost sheets, made by the time study department pursuant to changes in operations later while the contract is in production, are reviewed by the engineering
staff and if the changes result in a consequential increase in cost, it will immediately investigate means of reducing the costs.
The Delivery Schedule
After the foregoing analyses are made, the purchasing department, the assembly planning department and the production planning department should
960
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be given the details, with a schedule of the deliveries promised to the customer,
as prepared by the contract sales department. If, for any reason, the works
manager decides to accelerate the deliveries to the customer, his schedule will
take precedence. The contract sales department should immediately notify the
above departments and the works manager of all revisions or supplementary
requirements ordered by the customer, giving full details as to promised deliveries.
Scheduling Assemblies and Sub - Assemblies
The assembly planning department prepares an assembly time schedule
(Exhibit 1) on which it lists all of the assemblies for the product. It analyzes
each sub and minor assembly to determine the time required for its assembly
and the starting date, so as to have the sub or minor assembly completed and
available for assembly into the finished product during the week in which first
shipments are to be made to the customer. The assembly time schedule provides
columns for the assembly part number and also other columns to be headed
with dates representing the first day of the weeks involved. The first of these
columns is headed with the date on which the final assembly is to be started
and the remaining columns with dates representing the weeks which remain
before that deadline.
For purposes of this time schedule, each assembly is studied to determine
the time required to make it. Accordingly, if an assembly can be made to flow
into the final assembly in the week in which the final assembly is started, the
quantity required is entered in the first column. If the assembly is a sub- assembly for which it is advantageous to have a bank ahead, the quantity for it will
be entered in the column for the week preceding that in which the final assembly is started. Still further lead time is necessary if the assembly is one
involving, perhaps, the assembly of parts which are required to be transferred
to the machine department for an operation, back to the assembly department
for additional parts, next to the paint department and finally back to the assembly department for the addition of other parts. For example, if it is estimated that it will require three weeks from the start before the finished product, the quantity required (for at least the first week of assembly of the finished
product) should be entered in the column for the third week preceding.
Supplementing the assembly time schedule are sub and minor assembly production schedules, also issued by the assembly planning department in the form
illustrated by Exhibit 2. On these are entered the quantity of each assembly
ordered to be made each week, as well as the quantity of the assemblies made
during each week as shown on production reports.
APRIL, 1952
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PRODUCTION SCHEDULE
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EXHIBIT 2

This schedule, as an operating document, reflects a Weekly Assembly Order
(Exhibit 3) for assemblies to be made each week. This order contains the part
number of the assembly, its name, and the quantity to be completed during the
week. The form is made in triplicate, one copy being kept by the assembly
planning department and two copies going to the assembly foreman who enters
on one the quantity of the assemblies he is to make per day and passes this
copy on to the stockkeeper for daily delivery of the necessary parts to the proper
location on the assembly floor. The copy of the weekly assembly order retained
by the foreman is used to post the order and posting daily to see that he is
meeting the schedule.
From daily production reports, the assembly planning department carries to
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its copy of the assembly order the quantities of each assembly made during the
preceding day and, at the end of each week, the production of each assembly
for the week is totaled, entered on the assembly order and posted to the production schedules for the respective assemblies.
Scheduling Purchasing
Copies of the assembly time schedule are sent to the production planning
department, the engineering department and the purchasing department. When
the schedule is received by the purchasing department, it serves as an immediate
signal to order all of the parts and items which are not to be made in the factory. Delivery quantities and dates must be specified to meet the minimum
a ssembly req u i re me nt s.

Na t u r a ll y, the pu rc h a sin g d e p a r t m e n t will a ntic ipa te

the dates shown on the schedule and will order the quantities which it deems
advisable, so as to have the materials on hand when needed and also to act in
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EXHIBIT 3

accordance with the dictates of economical buying. For example, there may be
some small parts required for which the purchasing department will order immediate delivery of the entire quantity required under the contract.
Purchasing department personnel post to a purchase record (Exhibit 4)
the requirements for purchased parts, raw and other materials. A separate sheet
is used for each kind of part to be purchased and for each kind of raw material.
When raw material of identical specification is used for the manufacture of
more than one part, all of the requirements for the material are posted to and
accumulated on one record. After these postings, the quantities ordered are
also entered and detailed as to amounts requested on the respective delivery
dates. From receiving slips, the quantities received on the purchase orders are
likewise entered on a purchase record.
Additional requirements or reduction in requirements because of substituted
materials, quantities of material used in production in excess of or under the
quantity allowed, and the quantity of material scrapped are taken to this record
APRIL, 1952
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from production reports and the purchasing department issues purchase orders
for additional requirements posted to the purchase record, at times deemed
expedient.
For production supplies, such as solder, paint and other similar items, the
purchasing department determines a minimum quantity to be carried in stock
and notifies the stockkeeper of these minimums. For such items, no reports are
issued for substitutions, variance from amounts allowed, or for scrap.
Meanwhile, as a matter of course, the purchasing department is also carrying
out its usual functions with respect to follow -up of deliveries, maintenance of
price records and sources of supplies, etc.

Scheduling Ports Production
When the assembly time schedule, bill of material showing parts to be manufactured, schedule of deliveries desired by customer, and standard cost sheets

EXHIBIT 4

for parts to be made in the factory, are received by the production planning
department, the time schedule stands as evidence of the minimum quantities of
parts required. The operations involved in the manufacture of each part are
first analysed and a Production Load Report (Exhibit 5) prepared for all of
the parts going into the final product. The background of this report is a complete list of machines in the departments which produce parts, classified by
machines capable of similar operations. There is inserted under the part
number and name of each operation necessary to make it, the type of equipment used for each, the department number, the number of parts going into
the finished product, the hours per hundred, and the total hours required for
the parts per hundred of finished product. The total hours required for each
type of machine per hundred of finished product are multiplied by the quantity
to be delivered per week to determine the total load required of the machines
per week for the product to be made for each customer.
964
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The purpose of the production load report is to determine whether or not
the load required can be met when added to the other production requirements
of the factory and also to determine the possibility of meeting requirements of
customers when it is desired to increase the schedule of deliveries to them. It
helps to disclose necessity for extra shifts, overtime, etc.
A production schedule for each part is next prepared in the same form as
that illustrated for assembly operations in Exhibit 2. Each form is headed with
the symbol number of the parts required for each unit of the finished product.
The first week in which assemblies will be started should be ascertained from
the assembly time schedule, so that all of the parts required by the assembly
department for each week may be delivered to it by the beginning of that week.
Manufacture of parts in advance of the assembly department's requirements
may be specified in quantities advisable to effect economy in their manufacture.
For parts which can be speedily manufactured, it may be advisable, once having
made the setup for them, to produce the entire quantity for the contract during
the week in advance of the assembly department's first need for them and production should be so scheduled. Parts which require more time to make and
those which may be retarded by limited machine capacity may be made one
week in advance of the assembly department's requirements.
It is necessary also for the production planning department to prepare a
summary of the production schedules for parts for submission to the purchasing department, showing the raw materials required, the amount necessary for
the parts scheduled to be made and the weeks in which the parts are to be
produced. When the purchasing department receives this summary, it immediately orders (as with parts to be purchased, shown on the assembly time
schedule) the requirements, specifying deliveries to be made in amounts and
on dates it deems advisable. A copy of this summary also goes to the engineering department.
As with assembly operations, a weekly manufacturing order is used. The
same form (Exhibit 3) is applicable, with changed title. It is prepared in
duplicate. The production planning department keeps the original and posts
to it the good quantities made each day as shown on inspection reports. The
duplicate is sent to the machine shop foreman as notification to him of the
work which he is to do in the ensuing week. He enters on this copy daily the
quantities of good parts completed. The production planning department enters
on its copy of the weekly manufacturing order the totals of the good parts
completed during the week and posts those totals to the production schedules for
the respective parts.
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Raw Material Requisitions (Exhibit 6) are issued by the production planning department on the stockroom for items necessary to make the parts required to meet the schedule. The date, requisition number and quantity of
parts ordered are posted in the columns provided for this data under the proper
part number of the production schedule.
The form also governs completed parts sent to stock. By keeping the columns
totaled, which provide for quantities ordered made, and good parts, and by
comparing the totals of the two columns, exclusive of the quantities on any
uncompleted order, the planning department can easily determine the quantity
of defective parts and the quantity to be re- ordered to off -set the deficiency.
In view of the fact that the planning department issues requisition orders only
for immediate production, there should never be more than one order for a
part uncompleted at a time, except for parts which are being continuously
manufactured.
PROD UCTION LOAD REPORT

0...

.to

EXHIBIT 5

Travelling Requisition, Substitute Materials, Scrap, Inspection
Some detail of the handling of the requisition form which has been given
as Exhibit 6 may be in order, for its control features. It is issued in quadruplicate by the production planning department which keeps the third copy and
sends the remaining three to the stockroom. When the stockkeeper fills the
requisition, he enters on all three copies the details provided which pertain to
the material delivered. The quadruplicate, preferably made of tag board, follows the material through production until the conversion into the parts is accomplished. When the material has been completely fabricated, the quantity
made is entered on the requisition and also the quantities which are good or
defective. This travelling copy is then returned to the stockkeeper.
The stockkeeper enters on the original and duplicate copies of the requisi966
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EXHIBIT b

tion the quantities good or defective, and the total quantity made, and sends the
original to the cost department and the duplicate to the production planning
department. The production planning department checks off as completed, its
entry of the requisition on its production schedule for that part and sends the
duplicate on to the purchasing department.
When and as the stockkeeper substitutes materials of a different specification
from that called for on the requisition, it is in order for hits to make a daily
report in duplicate. He may keep the duplicate copy for his record and send
the original to the purchasing department. This form will permit the purchasing department to be notified immediately of all substitutions of materials. It
should contain a report, not only of substitutions for productive parts, but also
of all materials which were originally purchased for the manufacture of parts
but which are used for other than production of parts, such as in the making
of tools, jigs or general repairs.
A scrap report should be supplied and used. It should be made in triplicate
and the issuer should keep the triplicate copy for his records. The original copy
should be delivered at the close of the day to the cost department and the
duplicate copy to the purchasing department.
Inspection reports for recording the good quantities and the defective quantities of all parts and assemblies completed each day are needed and should be
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made in triplicate, with the original to the purchasing department, the duplicate
to the production planning department (for assemblies to the assembly planning
department), and the triplicate to the foreman of the machine department (for
assemblies to the assembly foreman).
Close Cooperation of Four Departments Required
It will be seen that the outline of production planning which has been given
is designed to fulfill the promises of deliveries to the customer. It is likewise
designed to keep the inventory of the individual items in balance (except in
instances where economy can be derived from purchase or production of larger
quantities) and to time the flow of raw materials or fabrication into parts, and
parts into subassemblies, and finally the subassemblies into the finished product,
in quantities contracted for delivery to the customer in the weeks promised.
The preliminary papers involved in making the schedules should be preserved,
so that similar work can be re -done without too much repeat effort at any time
it becomes necessary to change contemplated deliveries.
As stated in the beginning, production planning is of no value unless responsibilities are properly placed and the individuals assuming those responsibilities co- ordinate their efforts with all the others concerned. When the assembly planning department makes its assembly time schedule, it will definitely
rely upon the purchasing and production departments supplying it with the
necessary parts and materials. When the production planning department makes
its production schedule, it will definitely rely upon the purchasing department
having the raw materials available for it and the engineering department having
all special tools ready for it.
In short, the plan involves four distinct functions, namely, the purchasing,
the tool engineering, the production planning and the assembly planning departments. The assembly planning department must be enabled to rely upon
the other three departments in supplying it with parts to meet its schedule. The
production planning department must be put in a position to rely upon the
purchasing and tool engineering departments to supply its needs, so that it
can provide the assembly department with the manufactured parts required
by it. All four departments must co- ordinate their work and must immediately
report any event which might prevent any one of them from fulfilling their
functions. In addition, the contract sales department must necessarily be the
source of reliable information on customer delivery schedules.
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The Cost Practices of Twenty Grain Processors
by HARLAN WHITE
Here reported is the author's study, by questionnaire, of six broad
characteristics of cost accounting — briefly identified at the start of the
article —in a group of companies from among four principal subdivisions of the grain processing industry. Interpretative comments
accompany indication of the tenor of questionnaire responses.

to study and to codify
their accounting practices. Some have even designed elaborate uniform
systems. However, in the grain processing industry where nothing of this sort
has been done, my colleagues and I have frequently found ourselves wondering
how other companies handle specific problems. That these other companies
follow generally accepted accounting principles is of little help on matters of

A

FE W INDUSTRIES HAVE GON E T O GREAT LE N GT HS

detail.
To fill, at least part way, the substantial gap in my own knowledge, I mailed
a questionnaire to forty of the larger companies in the grain industry. Twenty
of these companies returned answers and many of them also contributed additional comments, sample accounting forms, and descriptions of their manufacturing processes. The responding companies included soy bean refiners, millers,
distillers, and corn refiners. The questions were designed to elicit information
within the following categories:
I. The type of cost system
2. Classification of costs
3. Product costing

4. Cost control and budgets
5. Maintenance and repairs
6. Physical inventories

However, before going on with the particulars of the responses or with the
broad subject of this paper, some background comment on the grain industry,
itself, is important.
The Grain Processing Industry
Grain Processing consists generally in separating the important components
of whole grain and in converting each component into a final product. The
principal operations involved are grinding, screening, pressing, filtering, evaporation and perhaps distillation. Within the industry are to be found widely
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varying degrees of complexity in the processing situation of individual companies. Brief descriptions, necessarily over - simplified, of four types of grain
processing will give somewhat more meaning to what follows. These types are
soy bean processing, flour milling, distilling and corn refining.
Soy bean processing is, by far, the simplest of the grain industries. The
whole soy bean, although extremely rich in protein, is not suitable for feed
because of its excessive fat content. The object of the processor is, therefore,
to separate the oil from the rest of the bean. This job is done by grinding
the soy beans and then removing the oils, either by expression or by the addition of a solvent.
Next in degree of increasing complexity is flour milling. Here the purpose
is to remove the branny covering and the germ from the inner portion, or endosperm, and then to produce flour from the endosperm by grinding to very fine
particles. The first step is a very coarse grind or "break." The partly ground
material may be separated by sifting or air suction into the following:
I. A small amount of Pine flour.
2. Light, branny particles which are routed
to the feeds department.

3. Particles of almost pure endosperm
which are ground into flour.
4. Other particles of mixed composition.

The last of these fractions must be repeatedly reground and reclassified until
separation is complete.
The distilling process represents a further step up the ladder of process
complexity. The primary objective is the conversion of the starch in the grain
to alcohol. In order to facilitate chemical action, the grain is ground, mixed with
water, and cooked under high pressure. After cooling, the cooked "mash" is
fed with a stream of malt containing an enzyme which converts the starch
into fermentable sugar. The mash is then pumped into large vats where yeast
is added. When fermentation is complete, alcoholic beverages are removed by
distillation. The non - carbohydrate portion of the original grain, which is discharged at the base of the still, is concentrated and dried to be sold as a high
protein component of animal feed.
Corn refining appears to be the most complex of all the grain processes.
Here the primary goal is to separate the carbohydrate portion so that it may be
processed into starch, corn syrups, and sugars. In this industry, a so- called wet
milling process is used. The first step is to steep the corn for some time in
water. After steeping, the corn is subjected to a rather rough grind, primarily
intended to loosen the germ. Because the germ is lighter than the rest of the
grain, it can be separated by floating it off with water.
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The remaining material, consisting of starch, gluten, and hulls, is then finely
ground in special mills and strained through nylon to remove the hulls. The
main stream moves on to the starch tables, which are long, shallow troughs
slightly tilted. As the mixture flows slowly to the lower end, the starch settles
to the bottom while the gluten remains in the solution and is piped away. After
centrifugal machines remove the final traces of gluten, the starch may be processed into one of the many types of corn starch or fed into converters where
hydrochloric acid is added, to hydrolyze the starch into sugar. Depending upon
the extent to which this latter process is carried, the final product may be either
corn syrup or corn sugar.
The non - starch components must be further treated. The germ is sent to
presses for removal of corn oil. The residue, called corn oil meal, may join the
gluten and hulls in a product known as corn gluten feed.
Costing Also of Graduated Complexity
As might be expected, the elaborateness of cost systems rather closely parallels
the gradations in complexity of the processes. Generally speaking, soy bean
refining carries the simplest accounting system. The millers use slightly more
complex accounting, and the distillers and corn refiners have, by far, the most
complicated systems.
In this connection, it may be commented that process industries using agricultural or chemical raw materials are frequently assumed to present accounting
problems which are simple compared to those of, say, the industries making
mechanical items by machine methods. Actually, the problems of product costing and cost control are identical in the two types of industries. Both must follow the same basic principles for measuring variances of efficiency in the use
of labor, material, and of other components of cost. In their packaging operations, the grain processors certainly incur most of the problems inherent in any
assembly line activity. Perhaps, one might say that accounting for grain processing may merely take less clerical work than machine industry accounting.
Process Costing (Actual) The Prevalent System
To return to the survey of accounting practices mentioned earlier, the question which first suggested itself to me and was placed first is the kind of cost
system employed. One is not surprised to find from the returned questionnaires
that this system is (overwhelmingly) process costing. Job costing is plainly
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not applicable and grain processors seem to be extremely slow to adopt standard
costs, possibly because "actual" costs can be obtained rather promptly and without
undue clerical effort. However, there is some trend to standard costs. One corn
refiner has switched over and another is currently in the process of changing. One distiller uses standard costs in its blending and bottling operations
and one other distiller employs standard costs throughout.
Cost Classification: Summaries, Centers, Account Detail
On the second of the survey questions, examining the techniques for cost
classification, one does not know whether to be impressed with the variety of
practice or the unanimity where that is apparent. To some degree, similar conditions seem to breed similar practices, although there are a few cases where
like companies employ widely different methods. We may note at once one point
of practically complete unanimity. Nearly all companies in the industry summarize their costs monthly on a departmental expense statement. This is a columnar report with cost centers (for productive, service, and administrative activities) across the top and with account titles down the left -hand side. Below
the last account, the service departments are closed into the productive and
administrative departments. Final totals are then closed to work in process,
finished goods, cost of sales, or profit and loss, as the case may be.
With regard to the number of cost centers employed, the soy bean refiners
have, by far, the fewest. Ordinarily, each plant is a single cost center and the
monthly cost report for each plant is really a profit and loss statement for the
operation. The millers introduce only a little more complexity. At least one
important miller employs only one cost center per plant. Another uses three cost
centers, namely, grain elevator, process milling, and packaging. The average
number of cost centers for the millers is about seven, of which the following
are representative:
Milling
Bagging
Sack handling
Warehousing

Boiler
Engine room
Repairs and maintenance

Among the distillers, we find a great deal more detail and also a tendency
toward wide variation among companies. The greatest propensity for detailed
cost centers is found in a company which does not operate a bottling establishment but merely produces for bulk sale. That company employs the following
cost centers:
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Raw material
Milling
Cooker room
Cooler room
Culture room

Fermenting
Stills
Cistern room and racks
Undistributable expense
Service and office

In contrast, it may be noted that one major distiller lists only five cost centers, including a bottling house. These are:
Distillery
Warehouse
Bottling

Steam
General

Another major distiller adds to this short list centers for:
By- products
Rectifying
Maturing
Heat

Light and power
Garage
Cafeteria

Others employ additional centers for such activities as:
Warehouse entry
Warehouse withdrawal
Finished goods shipping

Water
Distiller water
Control laboratory

The greatest number of centers employed by any distiller is twenty.
In corn refining, the number of cost centers runs, on the average, higher and
varies from eleven to twenty-six. A typical list is as follows:
Milling
Vacuum dryers
Special starch
Pulverized starch
Refinery
Corn oil
Feed and meal
Lump starch

Liquid starch
Mixed syrup
Corn sugar
Spray drying
Power
Steam
Water

Strangely enough, the largest reporting plant employs the fewest cost centers
and the smallest plant has the largest number.
About half of all the reporting companies indicate that they have wide
variations in the size of their cost centers. One company has a center which is
only two- tenths of one per cent of total cost and several other companies employ centers which run one or two per cent of the total.
The chart of expense accounts follows a similar pattern of gradation in deAPRIL, 1952
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tail. As expected, the soy bean processors and flour millers have the simplest
charts of accounts. A typical chart from this group is as follows:
Direct labor
Other labor (excluding repair labor)
Employee benefits
Repair and maintenance expense

Supplies
Insurance, depreciation and taxes
Other expenses
Reallocated expenses

Corn refining, surprisingly enough, involves only slightly more detailed charts
of accounts. Characterstic of this group is the following list:
Chemicals
Manufacturing labor
Overtime labor
Supervisory labor
Repair labor

Repair materials
Other manufacturing costs
Fixed expenses
Overhead
Packing supplies

The distillers report much more complex charts of accounts. Not only are
there normally more accounts, but also there is extremely wide variation from
company to company. Various distillers indicate that they employ from twelve
to ninety expense accounts, with the average being about twenty -five. The distillers also report sharp variation in the size of expense accounts, most companies indicating that the smallest account is less than one per cent of the
largest. Undoubtedly, this peculiar condition stems from the relative newness
of the distilling industry in the United States.
A special matter under the heading of cost classification is the reallocation
of utilities, such as steam and electricity. Ordinarily this reallocation is merely
a matter of measuring or estimating consumption and charging the users. Normally consumption is charged at actual unit cost. Only three companies reported
that they charge consumption at standard. Most cost accounting literature assumes that utilities are reallocated in two steps, the first being the allocation
of fixed charges on a capacity basis and the second being the allocation of
variable charges on a unit basis. However, in the grain processing industry this
method is simply not followed. Only three companies report that they allocate
fixed charges separately.
Product Costing
After the classification of costs, the next job is to dispose of them, that is, to
cost the product. This was the third topic of the questionnaire. It is at once
apparent from the answers that "direct costing ", recently much advocated, has
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made little headway in this industry, as grain processors are "selling overhead
to inventory" in large amounts. Presumably, this condition is no more true of
grain processing than of industry as a whole. It should be acknowledged here
that the author so strongly assumed that such was the case that the questionnaire
did not even inquire about the charging of such things as depreciation and
property taxes. Certain other items, such as, overtime premium, group insurance,
social security, etc., are slightly less directly connected with the product and,
with regard to them, one is likely to find some variation in practice.
In summary, to the question, "Do you charge the operating department with
the following ?" various companies answered as shown below:
Item

Yes

No

Overtime premium

18

2

Group insurance

II

9

Fire insurance
Social security

17

3

13

7

Workmen's compensation

13

7

Item
Plant administration (plant
accounting personnel, etc.)
Retroactive wages
Supervision
Laundry and uniforms
Guarding

Yes

No

6
14
16
10
8

13
3
2
5
7

Since some of the above items were for one reason or another not applicable
to some companies, the figures will not always add up to twenty. Among the
companies answering, "No," as to certain of the items, half reported that they
allocate such expenses to the product as overhead. The general practice is,
therefore, overwhelmingly in favor of charging inventory for this general type
of expense.
The disposition of inward freight is often a nuisance to accounting departments. Textbooks indicate that such freight is normally charged to profit and
loss because it is too much trouble to add the freight to the material cost. Of
course, in making such a statement, the authors cannot be thinking of grain
processing where transportation is a truly important part of cost. Without exception, in this industry, inward freight on raw material follows the grain.
Regarding minor freight items, there is much variation. Out of the twenty
companies replying, nine advised that they charge small freight items to inventory. The other eleven charge them to expense.
Like all manufacturers, grain processors are faced with the disposition of
material losses. The student of cost accounting is taught that such losses are
applicable partly to the production of the period and partly to the dosing inventory and he is given a fairly complex technique of apportionment. It is most
interesting to learn that, of all the responding companies, only two follow such
a formula. All others charge the losses entirely to the production of the period.
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Costing of by- products is another knotty problem throughout industrial accounting. Nearly all members of the grain industry produce by- products. Ordinarily the principal product is obtained from the starch portion of the grain,
while the non - carbohydrate elements process to such by- products as oil and feed.
Following the customary method of accounting, grain processors ordinarily do
not apply any raw material costs to these residual products. Instead, the net
proceeds from by- product sales are treated either as a credit to main product
cost or as a reduction of the price of the original grain. Where there is one
main product, as in distilling, it is customary to use the by- product profit as a
credit to final cost. Where there are numerous main products, as in corn refining, the usual technique is to apply this credit to original raw material cost.

DETERMINATION OF BY- PRODUCT COST — DISTILLING
Sales of by-products
Freight or adjustments................... ...............................

;50.000
5,000

Net sales
....................................... ...............................
Cost of production

$45,000
36.000 (1 )

Plus: Inventory increase

$ 9,000
1,000 (2)

............... ...............................

....................... ...............................

............... ...............................
$10,000
................. ...............................
is the total of the by- product column

Net by-product credit

(1) Cost of production
departmental expense statemert.
(2) The closing inventory is valued at net selling price.

on the

EXHIBIT 1

In packaging operations, it is sometimes difficult to apply direct labor to
individual brands. Most companies in the industry report that they do not encounter any particular problem along this line. Some distillers evidently do.
Among whiskies the packaging operation may vary considerably from brand to
brand. One brand may have an extra label or medallion on the shoulder of
the bottle or another brand may require the application of a neck ribbon. Besides such special packaging features, whiskey bottlers usually have the task of
applying state stamps to some of their bottles.
When production changes from one brand to another or from state stamp
goods to non -state stamp goods, large -scale changes of personnel about the
bottling floor are likely to occur. At such times it is extremely difficult, if not
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impossible, for timekeepers to do an accurate distribution job for whiskey bottling labor. Where this problem is serious, distillers side -step it by the simple
method of not charging packaging labor direct to brands. In some companies,
such labor is allocated to brands on a sort of standard cost basis. In other companies, no attempt is made at detailed product costing of this item. Questionnaire replies relating to the application of indirect packaging labor to the various
products may be of some interest. Among the companies reporting on this point,
two allocate indirect labor on the basis of line hours, five allocate on the basis
of direct labor costs and five allocate on the basis of volume.
Akin to product costing is inventory valuation. From the publicity the "lifo"
basis has received in recent years, one would expect its wholesale adoption in this
industry, especially among the distillers whose inventory of maturing whiskies
is especially suitable for it. Surprisingly enough, "lifo" has been adopted by
only four of the twenty reporting companies, including two distillers who have
applied it to their maturing inventory.
An Example In Product Costing: Distilling
The entire operation of determining product cost may be made clearer by an
illustration. For this purpose let us follow the steps a distiller might take in
ascertaining the cost of distilled spirits. Assuming that the classification of costs
has been completed and that the monthly departmental expense statement has
been prepared, we find that the first task is to ascertain the by- product "profit."
This is done as in Exhibit 1. The by- product credit thus arrived at will figure in
the main product cost which is computed as illustrated in Exhibit 2.
Cost Control: Product Yield and Line Efficiencies
Of prime interest to all accountants is the subject of budgets and cost control.
Under this heading, the members of this industry are quite lucky in one respect at least. They have available to them an extremely simple control tool in
what is called the "yield." A quantity of grain put in process should result
in a comparable quantity of product. The yield may be expressed as quantity of
product per bushel of grain or as a ratio of output to input.
Millers and corn refiners generally use a ratio. In these industries, total
product should be somewhere in the neighborhood of one hundred per cent
of total raw material so that a ratio near one hundred per cent seems meaningful. Distillers, however, lose about forty per cent of raw material weight as
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M AIN PRODUCT COSTING- DISTILLING
Mills:

1

TOTAL
COST

5,000
170,000 I
2,500
172,500 (2)
(

2,000
3,000
20,000 110,000
1,000
1,500
21,000 111,500

)

3,000
1,000
150,000 10,000
1,500
500
151,500 10,500

BU.

$

MALT
BU.
COST
$

2,000
100,000
1 000
101,000

$

CORN
BU.
COST

Opening inventory
Receipts
Closing inventory
Actual consumption
Fermenting:
Opening inventory
Received from mills
Closing inventory
Net to stills

101,000 $151,500
11,000
15,500
90,000
136,000

10,500 $21,000 111,500 $172,500 (2)
1,500
3,000
12,500
18,500 (3)
9,000
18,000 99,000
154,000 (4)

Stills and cistern room:
TOTAL
TOTAL GRAIN CONVERSION BY- PRODUCT GCONVERCOST
COST
CREDIT
SION COST

Opening inventory
$ 2,000
Received from fermenting
154,000 (4)
Closing inventory
31,300
Production
124,700

$ 500
40,000 (5)
8,100

32,400

$

100
10,000 (6)
2,000
8,100

$ 2,400
184,000
37,400 (7)
149,000 (7)

(1) The total cost of grain received may be taken from the voucher register or
equivalent source.
(2) Actual grain milled will tie in with grain received into fermenters.
(3) Number of fermenters in process times quantity per fermenter.
(4) These two figures will, of course, be identical.
(5) This figure is the total of the distillery column on the departmental expense
statement.
(6) This figure is the net by- product credit previously computed.
(7) Costs must be applied to production and closing inventory by some method of
prorating.

EXHIBIT 2

carbon dioxide and therefore usually express their yield in proof gallons per
bushel. Distillers also compute for their by- product a second yield which is
expressed in pounds of dried product per bushel. There is obviously some disadvantage in this combination as it does not measure direct overall recovery.
One distiller reports experiments intended to correct this situation. As the
amount of carbon dioxide given off can be calculated on a molecular weight
basis, this distiller has attempted to compute an overall ratio including as
"product" the calculated weight of CO, The formula for such a yield is:
Equivalent weight absolute alcohol plus by- product weight plus COs weioht
Grain consumed
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Obviously, such a ratio would have to be considered in combination with the
two yields previously mentioned, as a high ratio computed by the formula might
conceal an extremely low yield on the main product coupled with an extremely
high yield on the by- product —an obviously undesirable condition.
For packaging activities, there is available another control tool known as the
line efficiency. All grain processors who have a large packaging operation seem
to compute such an efficiency. The formula used is:
Actual production
Time X Standard speed

or more simply:
Actual production
Standard production

This efficiency computation shows, at one glance, a great deal about line performance. Sometimes it is supplemented by a lost time report which shows
in detail the specific inefficiencies or mechanical breakdowns which influenced
the result. The disadvantage of this measurement is that it tells nothing about
personnel utilization. At least one company is attempting to eliminate this
defect by multiplying the efficiency by the quantity:
Standard personnel
Actual personnel

The resulting ratio measures the degree of overstaffing as well as the mechanical
effectiveness of the line.
Cost Control: Cost Statements and Budgets
These yields and line efficiencies are very convenient day -to -day indicators
but are obviously only partial measurements. More complete information is
found in the cost statements which are almost universally issued at monthly
intervals to operating management. In most cases, cost statements are prepared
by cost centers, an individual statement representing one column from the
schedule of departmental expense and containing, in addition to actual expenses
by account, budgeted allowances and some sort of comparative figures such as
year -to -date, last year, etc. Ordinarily, the operating department manager
receives statements for the cost centers under his control. Complete sets of statements may be issued to the plant manager and to the head office. Despite the
widely -held belief that different levels of management need different reports,
the usual practice is to let the same statements suffice for department heads,
plant manager, and head office. Only three of the larger companies in the
industry represent exceptions to this.
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A much- debated question is whether cost reports to operating management
should include all costs or only controllable costs. The industry is almost evenly
divided on this question. Eleven companies report all costs, nine report only
controllable costs. Perhaps, the indicated conclusion is that it does not matter
much either way.
While the budgeting of operating expenses is an almost universal practice,
a few companies report no formal budgetary control, especially smaller companies or companies with less complex processes. The absence of budgets is
also reported by one large corn refiner and by one major distiller. Where
budgets are employed, they usually originate at the plant level. Although
some companies report that budgets are prepared by the cost department or by
the plant manager, they are usually worked out by the plant controller in cooperation with the operating department head. The budgets thus arrived at
are submitted to the head office, where they are reviewed and possibly amended
by staff executives and then passed on to the president, controller, board of
directors, or other final authority for approval.
The use of time and motion study in formulating labor budgets has not been
extensive in this industry. Four companies indicate that they have done a little
time study, four others report a complete job, and the remainder have taken
no steps along this line.
Of course, most budgets are not extremely precise measurement and actual
expenses will rarely, if ever, be exactly equal to the budget. The reporting
accountants were asked how far they felt performance could miss a valid budget
and still be satisfactory. One gave two per cent, four gave five per cent, and
three gave ten per cent. The rest of the companies speak of "reasonable" variances, which presumably would be construed as somewhere around the five
per cent to ten per cent range. It is interesting that the reporting companies
were unanimous in considering budgets to be attainable.
Practices As to Maintenance Work; Physical Inventories
Maintenance is almost universally a job cost operation, the maintenance work
being performed on work orders. Only two companies out of twenty do not
follow this procedure. Work orders are ordinarily of three types:
I. Minor jobs. For this type of work, the
order is written by the operating departmen+ manager and performed by the
maintenance department without further
approval.
2. Intermediate jobs. Here the work order
is written by trained engineers and ap980

proved by the plant
work is begun.
3. Major jobs. Here the
same as in the case of
jobs except that head
are required.

manager before
procedure is the
the intermediate
office approvals
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Of course, the terms, minor intermediate, and major require definition. Most
companies make their definitions in dollar amounts. The limits placed by various companies on minor maintenance range from $25 to $200, with the usual
limit being $100. Intermediate maintenance varies even more widely from company to company, the ceiling running from $100 to $2,000. The most common
limit on this type of maintenance is $500. Of course, all jobs above this intermediate ceiling would be major jobs.
The frequency with which physical inventories should be taken is a much
discussed subject. Obviously, it is simply a matter of judgment. Presumably
the judgment of accountants in the industry as indicated by questionnaire replies will be of interest. A tabulation follows:
Frequency
TYPE OF INVENTORY

Grain
Stores repair and operating
supplies
Fuel
Containers
Unpackaged product
Packaged finished goods

Daily

Monthly

Semi -Annually

2

2
3

I1
12
14
13

Annually
6

13

17
5
8

The weight of opinion obviously favors monthly inventories except for general stores, where such frequency is out of question. The grain inventory is,
of course, of major interest to this industry and the various companies voted
more than two to one for monthly physical inventories. It may be supposed
that the principal objective is to achieve a frequent adjustment of yield and
costs to actual consumption. The weighing of grain through hopper scales is
not extremely accurate and many companies consider monthly inventories a
must as a control over the scales. Strangely enough, the millers, who have the
largest inventories, take the fewest physicals. Without exception, the members
of this group take only annual grain inventories. There would seem, therefore,
to be room for doubt that monthly grain inventories are essential.
The only surprising thing about the stores inventories is that two companies
bother to take two physicals a year. Concerning the other inventories, there is
little to comment on until we get to packaged and unpackaged product where
a few companies report that they are taking daily inventories. For the most
part, this unusual frequency has been introduced by the distillers. Their finished
product, with the Federal tax added, becomes of high value and appears to
justify extreme measures of inventory control.
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The Industry Supplied Basis for This Paper
The objective of this article has been to report the ways in which accountants
have reacted to problems peculiar to grain processing. Omitted, therefore, is
any consideration of general accounting matters, such as property accounting,
depreciation accounting, etc., which are common to all industries. Whatever
success has been achieved here toward realizing the objective is due in large
measure to those who cooperated by returning the questionnaire and by supplying helpful comments and suggestions. It is the writer's hope that his collaborators, as well as his readers, will find that sufficient points of interest have been
developed to repay them for their time and effort.
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WORKSHOP

Preparation of Branch Office Manuals
by ALBERT D. ACKERMAN
Bead, Branch Office Methods Department, National Cash Register Co., Dayton, Ohio

The authority of experience is reflected in the present article which
offers a comprehensive and procedural treatment of the sxbjeci of
manuals for company sales oftces at dispersed locations. The descriptions and explanations are given in the light of the managerial inconveniences of this situation, which poses difficult problems with respect
to the maintenance of company policies throughout an organization.

O

BVIOUSLY, A THOROUGH KNOWL-

ED G E of the problems and procedures involved is a basic requirement
in determining who should be responsible for the preparation of a branch
office manual. Considerable actual
working experience in both the branch
and home offices is also essential in
order to attain a practical approach to
the subject.
Progressive companies today have
become more "cost" conscious in the
marketing field and are establishing
departments to study branch office operations and develop more efficient
plans for decreasing the costs of selling their products. The responsibility
for producing branch office manuals
is an ideal assignment for a department of this kind, since its staff has
made a thorough study of the problems and usually has sufficient authority in management to effect policy
changes. Regardless of who is assigned
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the task, it should always be kept in
mind that the function is permanent
and important and the quality of the
material produced will have a direct
bearing on the efficiency of the branch
offices.
Both Policy and Procedures

To make the manual most effective
it should contain both policy statements and detail of the procedure necessary to carry out the policy. Changes
in policy are usually announced by
management, in most cases accompanied by an explanation of why the
change is necessary. This information
should be condensed and placed in
the manual in a position preceding
the explanation of the accounting procedure. For example, a two -page letter announcing a change in policy
could be summed up this way in the
manual:
"Effective January

10,

1952, sales983

men will receive reimbursement for tions did not apply to them because
personal automobile expenses on the of difference in branch size or other
basis of 7¢ per mile traveled. (Ruth: circumstances related to a particular
BJM letter 1- 5 -52)." The procedure branch.
to comply with this new policy would
The mythical branch should be a
then be explained in detail. The
composite operation, having all the
authenticity of the manual is thus problems and situations found in any
enhanced by providing both the au- of the branches. Developing such a
thority for the procedure and the branch for the purpose of writing the
explanation of it.
manual is not an easy task, and can
The manual should be all - inclusive be accomplished only after a study
in character, so that information on of all branch operations. It is imany branch administrative subject, even
portant that this be done, even though
those removed from accounting prac- considerable time be spent on this one
tices, will be included. This would point. The result will be the depictembrace data on the organization of ing of an operation into which can be
the company, a brief history and de- incorporated an explanation of all
scription of the products, the duties forms and procedures, as well as deof office personnel, employee benefits, scriptions of how to meet all operating
employment procedure, correspond- situations. The sample branch should
ence, filing, etc. In fact, the manual be complete with names, (fictitous),
should be a complete handbook for positions, and salaries of personnel,
the office personnel in the branch. territory covered (Exhibit 1), and
At the same time, every unnecessary
every other factor which will make
detail should be eliminated so that it the branch an authentic company unit.
does not become too bulky and lose
Names, positions, and figures used
its value for this reason. Simplicity for illustration should be followed
and brevity provide the formula for through. For example, in illustrating
a successful manual.
the preparation of a financial stateUsing a Hypothetical Case

A manual should be both practical
and realistic. One of the best methods
of accomplishing this is to establish
a mythical branch. If an actual branch
is used in illustrating forms and records, some of the personnel at other
branches would feel that the instruc984

ment, all entries and balances should
agree with those used in exemplifying supporting posting media or
control accounts. This makes writing and illustrating a manual more
difficult, but it is very important because it makes it possible to follow an
entry from one form to another for
better understanding of the procedure.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

the above list illustrates this point.
Before a manual can be written, This arrangement is important, since
it is necessary to know what informa- it provides a flow of information pertion is to be included and the order mitting the most orderly use of the
in which it will appear. Therefore, manual. It is especially beneficial in
the first step in manual preparation training new employees, since a section at a time, assigned for study in
would be to outline table of contents.
A good reference manual should be the order in which the sections appear
divided into sections, each devoted to in the manual, will give an intelligible
a major phase of office procedure. picture of operations and procedures.
Each subject should be covered fully
within its assigned section. References Page Numbering
It is obvious that a manual without
to other sections should be kept at a
minimum. Each section should be a suitable system of page numbering
written, to the greatest extent possible, would be highly impractical. A
as though it were a complete manual. method of numbering, therefore, must
be adopted which lends itself to quick
Below is a typical list of sections:
reference and permits frequent reA— General information
visions, additions, and deletions of
B— Office accounting equipment
material. The procedure should be
C— Correspondence and filing
D— Consignment
kept as simple as possible without
E— Orders
destroying the continuity of the numF— Collections
bering system. A flexible system for
G— Supplies
H— Repairs
numbering the pages is best estabI — Employee relations
lished by a combination of letters and

Sequence of Sections

J — Payroll
K— Weekly statements
L— Salesmen's accounts
M— Monthly statements
N —Su b-ope rations
0—Miscellaneous
P— Policy letters

The order in which the subjects appear in the manual should be carefully studied, so that they will follow
each other —where this can be done —
in the same order as the actual work
is accomplished. The sequence of the
"consignment," "order," "collections,"
"repairs" and "supplies" sections in
APRIL, 1952

numerals.
One plan which works very well
is to identify each page of a section
with the letter by which the section
is identified in the contents and to
assign a separate page number to each
procedure or form being discussed
within the section. Providing each
subject with a separate number in this
way makes it possible to reprint or
add pages on any subject without disturbing the numbering system. Several
page numbers should be reserved be985
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EXHIBIT I

tween each group of subjects to allow
for future additions to the manual. If
more than one page of description
in necessary, the page numbering individual to the description may be
placed in parentheses:
As an example, page seven of a
discusion on how to prepare a payroll
voucher might be numbered J-25(7)
where "J" indicates that the page is
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in the payroll section, "25" is the
number assigned the discussion of the
payroll voucher, and " ( 7 ) " is the
number of the particular page describing the payroll voucher. The
series of numbers in parenthesis serves
the special purpose of readily disclosing the number of pages devoted
to each subject. When re- writing the
material on any subject, every effort
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

should be made to reduce the number
of pages required. Separate sheets of
paper should be used for each subject,
e.g., do not print J -26 on the back
of J -25. This may require a few additional sheets, but it must be done
in order not to complicate the problem
of making revisions.
There may be occasions when information must be inserted in the
manual which would clearly apply to
only a few branches. This can be
done by preparing a "special" sheet
for insertion with the regular procedure. As an example, if particular
instructions were required in one state
in the preparation of the payroll
voucher mentioned above, they could
be printed on a separate sheet and
numbered J-25(7)Spec. The sheet
would be inserted in the manual immediately following page J-25(7).
Also, at times, it may be more convenient to revise by inserting an additional page rather than to reprint all
the pages devoted to a subject. In
that case the page could be numbered
J- 25(7)a and inserted immediately

will provide an automatic check on the
accuracy of references.
Indexing

A manual without an index could
be compared to a clock without hands.
The information is there but you cannot find it. An index in a reference
manual is as important as the material
itself and considerable time and effort
should be devoted to providing quick
and easy reference to every subject.
Each section of the manual should be
separated with a durable index guide
and the extended tab of the guide
should be printed front and back
with the section letter and title. This
index guide will receive hard usage
and should be made from the best
materials obtainable. The initial additional cost will be offset by the savings in replacement costs.
A good plan is to provide a dual
system of indexing the contents of the
manual. Under this plan, there is a
master index located in the front of
the manual and an index for each
section, located immediately after the

index guide.
The master index should contain,
after J- 25(7).
in
alphabetical order, a list of all
Besides page numbering and because the manual will be referred to subjects and forms and, in numerical
frequently in corresponding with the order, a list of all the numbered forms
home office or other branches, all discussed in the manual. Both lists
paragraphs and subparagraphs should are necessary, since a description of
be numbered for specific, positive the use of forms comprises the major
identification. Use of both page and portion of an accounting manual and
paragraph numbers in correspondence they are usually identified by a numAPRIL, 1912
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SAMPLE OF SECTION INDEX
Section K — Weekly Statement
FORM NO.
INTRODUCTION

TITLE

PAGE NO.

The Weekly Statement .......................................... ............................K
-1
Branch Office Operating Fund ............................................K -1 (2)
PettyCash Fund ........................................... .........................K-1(3)
Outline For Preparing Weekly Statement ..........................K -1 (4)
Sending the Weekly Statement to Dayton ........................K -1(5)
Filing the Weekly St atement ....................... .........................K -1(6)
Local Variations in Accounting Procedure ........ ............................K
-2
THE EXPENSE STATEMENT
Weekly Summary of Disbursements........ ...............................
..K -10
Payroll Disbursements ............................ ..............................K -10(1)
Expense Disbursements ....... .................................................K -10(5)
Operating Fund Section .......................... ..............................K -10(7)
Distribution of Expenses by Departments ..........................K -10(1 I
Classification of Disbursements ......................................................K -II
Payroll Disbursements ................................ ............................K -1 I (I
Expense Disbursements .............................. ............................K -11(4)
Disbursements Other Than Branch Office ..........................K -1 1(12)
Receipt ..................................................................... ...........................K
-12
Bill of Sale ............................................................. ...........................K
-13
Request For Freight Credits...... ............................... ............ ...........K-14
Voucher Check .............................................................
............................ ..
Check Register File ................................ ..............................K -15(4)
Envelope For Voucher Check..................... .... ......... ....... ...................K -I5
Branch Office Reimbursement Check (Ohio Corp.) ............ ........K -16
Branch Office Reimbursement Check (Maryland Corp.) ............K -16
Branch Office Reimbursement Check (Pacific Div.) ....................K -16
Daily Cash and Remittance Reconciliation ....... ...........................K -19
Balancing Cash and Reading the Register................ ........K -19(1)
Corrections of Daily Register Readings ............................K- 19 (4)
)

)

F -1357

.

F -1120
F-1404
F -1690
F -8064
F -8047
F- 2400 -A
F- 2402 -A
F- 2409 -A
F -2489

THE INCOME STATEMENT
Weekly Summary of Income and Register Readings................. ..K-20
Maintenance Accounts Receivable ....................................K -20(6)
Officeman's Record ....................................... .. .....................K -20(8)
Register Control ..................................................... ..............K -20(9)
Gratis Supplies ......................................... .............................K-20(10)
Daily Remittance Summary ..................................................K- 20(10)
Statement of Supply
Repair Sales Cancelled or
Returnedto Stock ...... ..............................................K -20(1 I
Reading and Resetting the Office Control Register ....................K
-21
Supply and Repair Accounts Receivable ........... ...........................K
-22
Maintenance Accounts Receivable............................................. ..
K-23
Statement Form ............................... .................................................K
-25
)

&

F -1362

F -8002

EXHIBIT 2
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ber. The two parts of the master index

be divided into major sections as

could be set up as follows:

follows:

NUMERICAL LIST OF FORMS

Form No.
F -21
F -45
F -86
F -91
F -95
F -I I I
etc.

Title

Page No.

Disposition Request
Statement of Account
Equipment Invoice
Installment Account Record
Maintenance Inspection Report
Special Shipment Label

E -70
H -66
G -75
H -5
E -I 10
D -20

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF SUBJECTS

Form Title or Subject
Accounting Voucher
Accounts, Consolidation
Accounts Receivable
Active Salesmen's Statement
Affidavit for Insurance
Adjustment
Analysis of Supply Sales
Application, Bond
Application for Sales Position

Form
No.

Page
No.

M -150
L -55
M -28
F -2864 L -41
F -3989 F -91
M -51
1-26
F -754
1-6
F -680

Introduction
The Expense Statement
The Income Statement

All the items pertaining to these
major subjects would then be listed
under the proper heading as in Exhibit
2 . Since most of those who are to use
the manual would know the section
in which the desired information appears and the major subject they want
to check on, the section index is a
primary reliance in actual practice.
The master index in the front of the
manual is also necessary because some
forms will be discussed in more than
one section, or the manual might be
used by someone entirely unfamiliar

with its contents.
In the indices, of whichever type,
all the subjects which are assigned
The section indices for the manual
separate page numbers should be listed
should be classified listings of all forms and, when appropriate, these should
and procedures appearing in the re- be sub - divided to call attention to
spective sections. The pages of each specific points within them. Here
should be numbered, as "Index Page again, Exhibit 2 is illustrative. When
( 1 ) , Section K." All items in the the use of a form is being described,
sectional index are listed in the order the form number should be listed in
in which they appear in the section the index, preceding the title.
and not in numerical or alphabetical
order. The major subjects discussed Order of Material Within Sections
should first be divided into groups
In grouping the major subjects
and then, under each group, there within a section, a standard pattern
should be listed in detail the several should be established. For example,
topics covered. For example, in set- to use the section for which the three
ting up an index for Section K— main divisions have just been given,
Weekly Statement, the subject could this pattern might be as follows:
APRIL, 1952
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AN OUTLINE OF THE SUBJECT OF PREPARING BRANCH OFFICE MANUALS*
I
II

The Need
The Requirements:
I. Who should prepare branch office manuals?
2. What information should be provided?

III

How Prepared:
I. How should the information be presented)
a. Establishing a mythical branch.
b. Separating the subjects.
c. Numbering the pages.
d. Indexing.
e. Presenting the information.
(1) Outlines
(2) Text
(3) Description of forms
(4) The use of illustrations
f. Local variations in accounting procedure.

IV

How Distributed and Maintained:
I. Printing and binding manual.
2. Distribution of copies.
3. Keeping the manual up -to -date
a. Emergency instructions
b. Revisions, additions, and deletions.

V Remarks
*The author's background outline for the present article, offered here to illustrate the form of outline serviceable in preparing manuals.
EXHIBIT 3
INTRODUCTION
General discussion of the entire subject.
General policies.
Outline of the entire procedure.
Local variations of accounting procedure.
THE EXPENSE STATEMENT
General discussion.
Policies.
Classification of disbursements.
Instructions for preparing report.
Description of supporting forms or procedures.
THE INCOME STATEMENT
General discussion.
Policies.
Classification of accounts.
Instructions for preparing report.
990

Description of supporting forms or procedures.

The same general arrangement
should be carried out in all sections
of the manual. Personnel soon become familiar with a uniform system,
which makes it easier to locate information.
Use of Outline, Text, and Forms
Description

After it has been decided what will
be included in the manual and how
N.A.C,A. BULLETIN

it will be paged and indexed, there
remains the presentation of the information itself. For easy understanding,
the use of simple words is important.
It is similarly important to avoid
technical terms and to keep sentences
and paragraphs short and to the point.
Good use should be made of illustrations. Shakespeare said, "One look
beggars all description."
On the matter of length, there is
a worthwhile anecdote. A famous lecturer, when invited to be a speaker
at a meeting, asked how long he would
be expected to talk. When asked why
that was important, the lecturer replied, "If I am to speak five minutes,
it will require a month to prepare my
talk; if fifteen minutes, it will take
two weeks to prepare; but if I can talk
for an hour or more it will require
no preparation." The same principal
applies to writing. It is easy to ramble
on and on, but screening out all unessential words and phrases requires
much additional preparation. However, the final result will be well worth
the extra effort.
Several styles of writing should be
employed in presenting the information. The first is the outline. This
form of writing is most effectively
used in summarizing an entire procedure. It is of value to the person
who is familiar with most of the details but wants to make a quick check
to ascertain that nothing was overlooked. In Exhibit 3 there is given,
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as illustrative of outline form, the
outline used by the author in drafting
this paper.
In preparing outlines, details should
be omitted and reference made only
to the various forms used and the sequence in which they are prepared
and how they are distributed. 'These
outlines should be a "check list" of
the complete procedure. Examples
would be 'outline for processing an
order," "check list of employment
papers," "outline for preparation of
monthly reports," etc. A page should
be assigned after the index of each
section for 'outlines." In most cases,
one outline will include all the important procedures discussed in the
section, thus providing a recapitulation
of the entire process.
General policies and procedures
which do not describe the preparation
of forms, are best discussed in straight
text. The standard rules for composition should be followed. For clarity
and emphasis, liberal use of underscoring and capitalization is appropriate. Sentences and paragraphs should
be short and to the point and broken
up by subtitles for easy reference.
Text outlining payroll policies could
take the following form:
GENERAL PAYROLL POLICIES

Because of the many Local, State and
Federal Regulations which govern the payment of wages and salaries, it is very important that all Branch Offices comply with
every detail of Company policy covering
Branch Office Payrolls.
Following are the General Payroll Policies
to be uniformly applied in all Branch Offices:
991

Minimum Wage
Effective January 25, 1950, the minimum
hourly rate for hourly rated employees in all
Branch Offices is seventy -five cents ($35)
per hour. This is in accordance with the
minimum wage set by Federal Law.
Payroll Period
Pay all employees weekly, with the excep.
tion of certain office and Service Managers.
Special instructions have been issued to
Branches when office and Service Managers
are to be paid monthly. If you have not
received these instructions, pay all personnel
weekly.

explaining the preparation and use of
forms. An example of a basic background skeleton for forms description
is:
Form No

.................
........................................................
When and W hy Form Is Used

Title:

I
II Number of Copies
III How Prepared
IV Where Sent or Filed
V Remarks

Uniform Workweek
A "Workweek" is defined by law as any
seven consecutive days, starting at any hour
of any day. The "Uniform Workweek" established by our Company is from "Sunday Midnight to Sunday Midnight ".
The total "Scheduled Work Hours Per
Workweek" in all Branch Offices is 40. All
hourly rated employees are to be scheduled
for 8 hours work each day. Monday through
Friday.

The above pattern makes provision
for all the essential details, and in
correct continuity. The description of
some forms will be very simple and
can often be confined to one page,
while others may require two or more

Payroll Date
Prepare the payroll starting Monday of
each week, for the "Workweek" which ended
"Sunday Midnight ". Pay vouchers must be
prepared from the information on the "Record of Hours W orked" form.
Checks may be distributed on the day of
the week most convenient to each Branch
Office. For the purpose of uniformity, all
employees, including salesmen, must be paid
at the same time.

Make Paragraphs Easy Reading

Etc.

Three quarters (or more) of the
average accounting manual consists of
description of forms. In fact, the
technical explanation of the preparation and distribution of these forms is
the basic reason for having a manual.
Text and outline material furnish
background information but are secondary importance. Forms description
involves a reproduction of the form
plus comments arranged in the best
way to facilitate explanation. A standard approach should be followed in
992

pages.

The appearance of the written material has a direct effect on how easy
it is to understand. A page of technical material consisting of one paragraph with very small margins would
present a formidable obstacle to clear
understanding. To avoid such a possibility, a set of rules must be established for margins, indentations, paragraphing, etc., similar to the following:
RULES FOR METHOD OF PARAGRAPHING
THE MANUAL

TEXT
Indent 5 spaces for paragraphs which are
not lettered or numbered.
I. Indent 10 spaces for the first line of
"Numbered" paragraphs and indent 5
spaces for all other lines in the para.
graph.
a. Indent 14 spaces for the first line of
"lettered" paragraphs and 5 spaces
for all other lines of the paragraph.
( I ) Indent 18 spaces for the first line
of sub- numbered paragraphs and
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

10 spaces for all other lines of
the sub - paragraph.
(a) Indent 23 spaces for the first
line of sub - lettered paragraphs and 10 spaces for all
other lines of the subparagraph.
The left margin (right stop on the typewriter) should be set at 15, and the right
margin (left stop on the typewriter) at 10
on all pages that have odd numbers, such
as: A -4(1). Just reverse the margins for all
pages that end in even numbers, such as:
A -4(2).
DESCRIPTION OF FORMS
I. Roman numbers to over -hang the margins:
Indent 5 spaces for paragraphs which are
not "lettered" or numbered.
I. Indent 5 spaces for the first line of "numbered" paragraphs and do not indent for
any other lines in the paragraph.
a. Indent 9 spaces for the first line of
"lettered" paragraphs and do not indent for any other lines in the paragraph.
(1) Indent 13 spaces for the first line
of sub - numbered paragraphs and
5 spaces for all other lines of
the sub - paragraph.
(a) Indent 18 spaces for the first
line of sub - lettered paragraphs and 5 spaces for all
other lines of the subparagraph.
The left margin (right stop on the typewriter) should be set at 20, and the right
margin (left stop on the typewriter) at 10
on all pages that have odd numbers, such
as: A-4(1). Both the right and left margins
should be set at 15 for all pages which have
even numbers, such as: A -,
.

To keep paragraphs short, it is
sometimes advisable to separate information into several paragraphs
which otherwise should appear in one.
When this is done, the additional paragraphs are not numbered since they
cover the same point. For example:
"2. 'Tax Exempt' income for this computation is the same as that on the other
form, except that all income above
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$3,000 per year is exempt from these
taxes. In analyzing the 'Weekly Payroll
Summary,' employee's earnings in excess of $3,000 are considered 'Tax Exempt' even though they may not exceed
$3,600 and are listed as 'Taxable' in the
'Old Age Benefits' computation.
"The same rules outlined on the preceding page apply to refunds or when
the taxable limit is reached during the
current week."
The distribution of "Taxable Payroll" by
departments ... etc.
Use of Illusfrations

An excellent rule to follow in writing an accounting manual is, "Put a
picture on every page." At all events,
in this age of picture magazines, television, visual education, etc., it certainly should not be necessary to
point out the importance of illustrations in writing a manual. They can
be used very effectively, both instead
of and as supplements to written information. With many of the easily
prepared forms the statement, "Complete the form as illustrated below,"
is all that is needed to explain the
"How Prepared" portion of the forms
description pattern considered earlier.
Illustrations can be used in two different ways, first, to show the entire
form properly completed and, second,
to point out how each entry on the
form is completed. The latter calls
for only a portion of the form. The
complete form should be shown on
the first or second page of the description. This makes it easier to
locate for the person who wants only
to check something on the illustration,
without reading the copy. Because of
993

SAMPLE OF FORM DESCRIPTION (ENTIRE FORM INCLUDED)
Form No. F -982
TITLE: ORDER RECORD OF SPECIAL PRINTED SUPPLIES

L WHEN AND W HY FORM IS USED:
I. This form is designated to provide a convenient means of keeping a record
of sales books, guest checks, and any other special printed supplies ordered by
customers, and to set up a schedule of re -order dates.
II. NUMBER OF COPIES:
I. One copy is prepared for each customer.
III. HOW PREPARED:
Illustrated below is a typical example of how this form is prepared to provide
a follow -up system for specially printed quest checks:
ORDER RECORD OF

JAN. 1 FER.I MAR.I APR.I MAY I JUN. I JUL I AUG] SEP. I OCT. I NOV.I DEC.

SPECIAL PRINTED SUPPLIES
NAME

The Elite Cafe

FHON F

MA - 1 1 1 1

DATE ORDERED DATE DELIVERED

TRE.

'T STATE — R i y e r d a i ,

125 S. Main Street

0•

J •

SALESMAN

Q UANTI TY

STYLE

_

W. w i t h
PRICE

6-15 -5–

-- 25,000
7 -28-5–
25,000

3 –9 -5–

4 -17 -5–

7-12 -5–

r

V

F

2- 2. 21.S0-

Ch e ck s , S t d

Form

25,000

n

IT

n

25, 000

"

"

"

6

8
84 15

n

84 5

"

84

5

r l

. . u n a e r .Jan. antl -Jun." indicates that these are the months in
which the customer should "re- order ". This "re- order" schedule should be worked
out with the customer based on his estimated requirements and previous experience.
(Items 2 and 3 omitted)
IV. W HERE SENT OR FILED:
I. Keep these cards in a standard 4 x 6 file, alphabetically by customer.
(Items 2 and 3 omi tted)

V. REMARKS:

This card also can be used to keep records on orders for all Supply items,
following the same procedure outlined above.
IMPOR T ANT I This record is a fine sales promotion aid. Sell your Supply
customers on the fact that you keep this "re- order" r ecord as a service to them,
so that they will avoid the possibility of running out of Supplies.
Estimated Requirements: F - 982— G r oup

1- 5 00 F or m s

Group 11- 200 F or m s
Group III — 100 Forms

EXH IBIT 4
9`) 1
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Handling Local Variations

the wide variety in the size of forms
It is inevitable that there will be
in use, thought must be given to the
local conditions which will require
location of the illustration. If it is
small, it can be reproduced on the special accounting instructions. There
will be state, county, and city laws,
same page with the copy describing
by which the branch must abide. The
it, as in Exhibit 4. Forms 81/ 2" x 11"
increasing number of local tax assessand larger, should be shown on a
ments also calls for more and more
separate page.
localized accounting instructions. A
All illustrations should be reprospecific page should be reserved in
duced on the regular manual pages,
each section of the manual, preferably
rather than inserting actual forms in
Page 2 (after the section index), to
the manual. They are not, in most
provide for inserting local accounting
cases, designed for binding and are
instructions. Earlier in this paper,
not of uniform size. When necessary,
forms should be illustrated in reduced there was included a suggestion for
size, so that they provide about the numbering sheets for such informasame margin as the printed copy. This tion. However, because it is sometimes
impracticable to print these instrucwill prevent illustrations from extendtions in regular manual form, someing into the binding and will permit
thing similar to the following could
numbering the pages on which the
be provided:
illustrations appear. A for m 8/ " x
LOCAL VARIATIONS IN ACCOUNTING
11" in size, reduced to 7" x 9 ", makes
PROCEDURE
a very attractive appearance on an
8 /" x 11" page.
Illustrating parts of a form in connection with the explanation of specific
entries is very beneficial. It not only
provides a better understanding of the
procedure but serves to break the
monotony of reading page after page
of technical explanation. These illustrations can be shown in several
different ways, depending upon the
circumstances, but should always be
inserted at the point in the copy
which explains the entry. A look at
Exhibit 5 will clarify this point.

It is impracticable to furnish the branch
offices with an all- inclusive list of instructions for preparing the Weekly Statement
because of certain variations caused by local
conditions. Such things as fax laws, local
government regulations, and special handling of certain customers accounts will
cause some deviation from standard procedure.
Special instructions which pertain to one
or two Branch Offices would only be confusing to all other Branches if they were
included in the manual.
In order to provide a uniform system of
retaining information of this nature, letters
or other instructions which pertain only to
your Branch should be retyped in manual
style and inserted immediately following this
page. In some cases it may be more desirable to place the letter of instruction in
the manual.
Whenever a letter or procedure is cancelled or superseded by a later instruction,
remove the old instructions immediately, so
that you will have only the current information in this section of the manual.
995
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SAMPLE OF FORM DESCRIPTION (PART OF FORM INCLUDED)
Income & Register Readings is a credit to "Miscellaneous Expense- 430 ", because
it also appears as a "Miscellaneous Cash" item.
NTRIBU
(Kind)______ __
;
DELIVERY EXP., EXPRESS. FREIGHT & DRAYAGE_
INSURANCE (Kind) __._- _-- ___ - - ---

_

8-25

__

MISCELLANEOUS ACCOUNTS PAYABLE _________
MISCELLANEOUS
POSTAGE
AND
. DELIVERY_________
EXPENSE
_
S ------U ____
SALES_
P_____
__ ____
P _(A)

R
MIESCEL
C D OLANEOUS
N AC C O UN
. .T . . .(A)
.. .

8.25

As a result of these entries, you have the amount of the "Credit Memo" posted
once as a charge and twice as a credit to "Miscellaneous Expense - 430 ". The net
result, of course, is a "Credit" in the "Miscellaneous Expense" account. This amount
should be distributed to the supply department column on the "Profit and Loss Statement". At the same time, the entries have automatically increased your Accounts
Receivable control by the amount of the "Credit Memo."

EXHIBIT 5
Printing, Binding, Distribution

The style of binding and printing
the manual should be kept in harmony
with other company publications. It
is recommended that the material be
printed on 81/ 2" x 11" sheets, since
this size has been adopted as standard
by most organizations, and book cases
and filing equipment have been designed to accommodate it. The printing process should be inexpensive,
since constant revisions will be necessary to keep the manual up -to -date.
Because speed is essential in making
revisions, typewritten copy reproduced
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on multilith or offset presses is very
satisfactory.
A good durable binder should be
selected, inasmuch as the manual cover
will receive hard and constant use.
If a ring or post binder is used, it
should have a minimum of five rings
or posts. Otherwise the pages tear
out too easily, even if printed on good
grade of bond paper. In selecting a
binder, generous space must be allowed for expansion because, after
the first writing, there will always be
new procedures to be added, plus important items which were overlooked.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

The binder should permit easy inser- be developed which will quickly notify
tion or deletion of pages. Any of the all branches of every change in policy
loose -leaf type of binders are satis- or procedure as soon as possible after
factory. However, post binders of the it has been adopted. The system of
"telescoping back" style are most ac- making revisions should be explained
ceptable for a manual over two inches in the general information section, so
that it will be thoroughly understood.
in thickness.
In the suggested list of manual secThe completed manual should be
supplied to all branch offices and to tions given earlier in this article, the
departments at the home office and last one shown was "Section P— Policy
other points where there are personnel Letter." This section should be prowho have a definite need for it. Only vided, because there wi l l be decisions
one copy should be furnished to each of an emergency nature in connection
branch or department, because extra with which time will not permit recopies in most cases are unnecessary printing the pages of the manual.
and require the additional work of When a telegram, letter, or other comkeeping them up -to -date. However, munciation is received which modifies
it is advisable to make available copies some of the instructions, a definite
of each section, bound in booklet procedure should be followed. Otherform in an inexpensive cover. These wise, the manual will not always be
sections can then be distributed to in- completely up -to -date. Of course, new
dividuals assigned to specific jobs, sheets should always be furnished as
thus providing them with a personal soon as possible after a change is
copy for study or ready reference. announced but, should there be a
They should be required to keep it delay, the policy letters section will
provide the information. The recomup -to -date.
Departments at the home office also mended method is as shown below:
can use the individual sections in I. Turn to the pages affected and, if possible, make the changes at the proper
certain cases
Keeping the Manual Up -to -date

Too many times it is thought that,
once a manual is written, the job is
done and the personnel involved in
the writing can be assigned to other
work. Actually, keeping the manual
current is just as big and just as important a job as writing it originally.
A plan for revising the manual should
APRIL, 1952

places. If this cannot be done, simply
void the paragraphs to be changed and
make reference to the date of the communication and the writer's name.
2. File the communication in the policy letters section until such time as the corrected pages are received. At that time,
insert the new pages, destroy the old
pages, and remove the communications
affected from the policy letters section.

The most effective way of revising
the manual is by a system of reprinting
the entire page involved. This will
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sometimes mean reprinting one side of
a sheet without a change just because
a paragraph on the other side has to be
revised. Even with this additional expense, the method of reprinting whole
sheets is far more satisfactory than
printing small gummed inserts or similar media, which do not provide for
destroying the obsolete material. If
the manual is printed by offset or multilith process, the printing plates
should me kept filed in their proper
order. As revisions are made, the old
plates should be replaced with the new
ones, thus keeping the printing plates
as up -to -date as the manual itself and
simplifying the problem of reprinting.
However, the most difficult task in
making changes is to be sure that the
new pages will be inserted in the
manual as they are received. One person in each branch should be made
responsible for making all the changes
and the office manager should check
frequently to see that the assignment
is being carried out. Company auditors
also should check the manual as part
of the internal audit procedure. If it
is felt necessary, the branches can be
requested to return all obsolete pages
taken from the manual, as evidence
that they have installed the new sheets.
A standardized insert sheet should
be developed to be as a letter of transmittal for distributing revised material.

sufficient time are given to its preparation and, not less important, its maintenance. As a closing concrete recapitulation of what is necessary, the
requisites for producing and maintaining a good branch office manual may
be briefly summarized as follows:

Prescription for a Useful Manual

17 Always remember that the manual is
the most effective method for keeping
the branch offices informed of all company policies and procedures. Channel
such information through it.

The branch manual will do the job
required of it if serious thought and
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I. Assign qualified personnel to do the
job.
2. Retain an adequate staff to keep the
manual up -to -date.
3. Include both policy and related procedure.
4. Set simplicity and brevity as keynotes.
5. Establish a mythical branch.
and solve real problems in it.

Create

6. Develop a standard plan for presenting the information. Then follow the
plan.
7. Use a flexible system for numbering
pages to make it easy to add or delete
pages.
8. Index each section and provide a master index, both alphabetically and numerically by form numbers.
9. Use simple words in presenting the information and be as non - technical as
possible.
10. Use outlines to summarize procedures.
11. Use text to describe general policies
and procedures.
12. Develop a standard pattern for describing the preparation of forms.
13. Make good use of illustrations. Strive
for "a picture on every page ".
14. Provide for local variations in accounting procedure.
15. Establish a prompt and efficient method
for keeping the manual up -to -date.
16. Install a plan which will insure that new
material is placed in the manual.
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THE

COST

INVENTORY CONTROL REQUIRES
GOOD OPERATIONS PLANNING

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
TH E R E A L L Y B AS I C R E A S O N S why inventory should be controlled are the money
which is normally invested in it, especially
today, and the costs related to maintaining
it. In many companies, hindsight makes it
possible to say that a profit satisfactory to
management and stockholders was realized
only because it was also adequate to cover
the various costs of carrying excessive inventories of both finished and in- process
goods. Today competition is steadily forcing these profit margins down and, in order
to meet that competition, all phases of costs
must be analyzed. Manufacturing processes
have been carefully scrutinized and efforts
to reduce costs have, in many instances, been
successful but the benefits of better control

of inventories have very often been overlooked.
Of course, there are reasons for accumulating

inventories.

Some

of

the

most

prominent are:
I. In order that materials will be on hand
for the production department to plan
and proceed in an orderly manner and
so that shipments may be made to customers as required.
2. To purchase or manufacture materials in
quantities sufficient to obtain the minimum costs.
3. To carry out management policies for
an even flow of production to stabilize
employment and decrease labor turnover.
4. To avoid difficulties which may arise in
obtaining materials in the event of
strikes or other emergencies.
5. To anticipate higher prices from any
cause.
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FORUM

These are all good reasons for accumulating inventories, but they must be governed by good common sense and on the
basis of definite and sound policies. It is
doubtful if any company deliberately
planned to bu ild u p an excessive inventory
of either raw materials or finished products.
It becomes so only in the course of time
and in the light of changing conditions. To
guard against excessive and obsolete inventories of both raw and finished materials
it would seem that three things are basically
necessary:
I. A sound forecast of future business and
business conditions, as this is the basic
foundation for establishing material, labor and plant requirements.
2. Installation of the necessary procedures
to provide a firm basis for executing
policies and making decisions.
3. Recognition of the dividing line between
sound practice and speculation.
However, these elements require the best
type of planning technique. It would appear
tha t the starting point wou ld be the standardization of materials to secure the greatest
flexibility possible in inventories. Most
enterprises ca n still do mu ch in the way of
standardization. Standardization begins with
the finished product but must be considered
with raw materials, component parts and
manufacturing operations and processes.
The advantages can readily be seen in the
case of the manufacturing of many models
of a like product where parts, assemblies
and raw ma terials are common. It also has
advantages in less obvious instances.
Proper records should be established
which list the standard quantities and kinds
of raw materials, component parts and subassembly requirements, as well as labor and
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equipment requirements for producing each
finished product. The records should also

profit products which might distort the final
profit figures and prevent the proper return

include the correct material multiples as
well as the minimum run requirements to
pay for the setup time. These records are
all necessary and important to the production control activities and to the establishment of the material requirements in line
with demands for finished products. T o be
of grea test va lue the records mu st be com-

on investment.
The sales forecast as
should be translated into
ments to be ma nufa ctu red
schedules. The forecast

plete and up -to -date.
On the physical side, the establishment
of adequate storage and handling facilities
for both raw and finished inventory is a
must. Only too recently have businesses
realized the impact of handling costs on the
finished product. Many plants have unnecessary losses from deterioration and
damage. On the other ha nd the storage and
handling costs can be made excessive by too
elaborate methods. Procedures or plans
should be established for:
I. Forecasting the long -term sales requirements for finished products.
2. Planning the production program, based
upon the long -term sales forecast.
3. Forecasting any short -term requirements.
4. Establishing and scheduling requirements
for purchase of raw materials and parts
to meet production schedules.
The length of the period to be forecast
will, of necessity, vary with the type of
business, bu t it is dou btfu l if any business
can be successful for very long without
proper planning. The forecasts should be
in terms of quantities which can be converted later into dollars for the budgets.
These sales forecasts should be compiled
by the sales manager assisted by the production and plants manager, in order tha t they
will be practical from the manufacturing
standpoint. They should be reviewed by
the general manager and controller in order
to determine that the production and sales
requirements will produce the necessary
sales dollars and profit. This will prevent
the scheduling and building of too many low
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finally approved
monthly requireto meet shipping
of shipments is

normally advanced by the time required to
manufacture and should be planned so as
to provide an even flow of production. This
will eliminate, as fa r as possible, the peaks
and valleys which are normally reflected in
the sales curve. The production program
should be reviewed in the light of present
inventory or finished products, taking into
consideration the future inventory of finished units to be carried.
When all this has been accomplished a
definite sales, production and inventory
program has been established. Production
control and inventory control can now begin, since the quantities of produ cts to be
manufactured each month can be tra nslated
into quantities of raw materials and purchased parts. Purchase contracts can be
placed for deliveries needed. Accurate figures are now available for converting the
quantities into dollars to pla n the inventory
balances and for determining the manpower
requirements to meet the production sched.
ule.
Of course, it would be a rare case where
the tota l of customers' orders turned out to
be the same as the projected sales forecast
and it is necessary for the production control
unit to balance orders with the forecast and
arrive at the proper manufacturing schedule.
Also, adjustments must be ma de from time
to time for many reasons and good planning
or judgment mu st be used.
LEWIS E. CUMMINGS, Dayton Chapter
MORE ON MICROFILMS AS EVIDENCE

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
A N O T H E R M I L E S T O N E on the microfilms as- evidence road has been reached by the
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adoption, on August 28, 1951, of an amendment to the United States Code for the
purpose of definitely authorizing microfilms
or enlargements made from microfilms to
be used as evidence in Federal administrative or judicial proceedings. While the use
of microfilms and, in some instances, micro cards or other photographic copies, has been
widely adopted by the business community,
there has been considerable misgivings as to
just how fully such copies would be regarded in cou rt as sta nding in pla ce of the
originals. Two forum letters from the
writer (one in the N.A.C.A. Bulletin for
August 1, 1945 and the other in the December 1950 issue) have referred to this difficulty, which has now been eliminated or at
least greatly reduced, so far as concerns
Federal jurisdiction, by the amendment to
the United States Code above referred to.
The purpose of the legislation is explained in the report of the Senate Committee to which the matter had been
referred. (Senate Report No. 537 by the
Committee on the Judiciary, to accompany
H. R. 4106, dated July 9, 1951, United
States Code, West Publishing Co., Congressional and Administrative Service, 82nd
Congress, 1st Session, p. 2381.) This report
states that the new subsection,
"will allow the introduction into evidence, whether the origina l be in existence or not, of photographic, photostatic,
microfilm, microcard, miniature photographic, or other process, which accurately reproduces and forms a durable
medium for reproducing the original."
Further, the report states that although
the microfilm process allows destruction of
the originals as a space- saving device, "destruction is by no means the end result of
all micro - photography." This is the case
with millions of checks, microfilmed by
banks, after which they are not destroyed
but returned to the depositors. Department
stores in like manner microfilm statements
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and sales tickets, retaining the microfilm
and sending the originals to the customer.
The report goes on to recount that the
existing section of the U. S. Code (Section
1732 of Title 28) has been interpreted by
several Federal courts as broad enough to
include and permit introduction in evidence
of microfilms made in the regular course of
business (U.S. v. Manton, 107 Fed. 2d 834,
cert. den., 309 U.S. 664, decided in 1940;
U.S. v. Kushner, 135 Fed. 668, decided in
1943, and Myres v. U.S. 174 Fed. 2d 329,
decided in 19 49 ). In all of these cases,
microfilms were admitted in evidence although the originals had not been destroyed.
Unfortunately, the state courts have not
uniformly adopted the same rules. The report says that this kind of a micro- photography will be primary or secondary evidence, depending on whether the case or
statute law of the jurisdiction will permit
the broad interpretation possible under the
Federal statutes. It should be here noted
that, if the microfilm is considered only
secondary evidence in a particular state, it
is obvious that considerable difficulty will
be encountered even if the original has been
destroyed, since the destruction was voluntary and not by accident and the usual
doctrine is that a copy cannot be introduced
in evidence by the party who has voluntarily
destroyed the original.
Accordingly, although the whole situation
is greatly improved with respect to use of
microfilms or enlargements therefrom as
evidence in Federal courts or before Federal
administrative bodies, the report of the
committee must be regarded as corroborating the cautions which have been heretofore
expressed with regard to use of the microfilm copies in state courts or before administrative bodies of the various states. Here
it would seem that there remains much
room for improvement by enactment of
specific legislation.
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Until these laws are enacted by all of
the states, business houses contemplating
microfilming, accompanied by subsequent
destruction of records in order to conserve
space, would be well advised to ascertain
the current law and decisions in every state
where the use of the records as evidence
might conceivably be needed.
RALPH R. NEUHOFF, Sr., St. Louis Chapter
WATCHING SALES AND USE TAX
EXEMPTIONS

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin.
O N E O F T H E M O S T O U T S T A N D I N G developments in the field of state and local
taxa tion during the past ten years ha s been
the increase in the nu mber of sales and use

taxes. The purpose of this letter is to
advance ideas which may be helpful to
accountants in controlling the cost of this
item to some extent.
In the last year, twenty -one states have
enacted or a mended sales tax laws. A total
of thirty states now have sales and /or use
taxes and, during the fiscal year 1951, nineteen states obtained the major portion of
their revenue from sales and use taxes. The
increase in this type of taxation, combined
with extensions in applicability and the
growing complexity of the statutes, regulations, and court decisions, has caused business men to become —more than ever before
-- conscious of the accompanying cost
effects. In addition to the direct cost of
these taxes, the cost of accou nting for them
has become an item of concern to industrial
accountants. This is pa rticularly true in an
integrated manufacturing operation.
Sales tax is ordina rily paid to the vendor
by the consumer at the time of purchase
and the vendor remits the tax to the state.
However, most laws make certain exceptions as to taxable items. Under these
exceptions, it often happens that neither
the vendor nor the consumer can determine
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specifically what items are taxable or nontaxable at the time of purchase. For this
reason, the accountant should familiarize
himself with the ta x la ws in order to properly interpret the exemptions as provided
by the laws. Often the accounting system
does not provide the proper control to avoid
the payment of tax on exempt purchases.
In most states, provisions are incorporated
into the laws to exempt, from sales and /or
taxes, raw material which becomes a component part of the finished product. This
exemption is based on the premise tha t the
finished product will be taxed or exempted
when sold and that taxing the ingredients
of the product would have the effect of
pyramiding the tax. However, the raw material may also be used for other pu rposes
which are non - exempt.
The taxpayer has to prove to the satisfaction of the state taxing authorities how
the raw material is to be used, in order to
determine its taxability at the time of purchase. This fact places a responsibility on
the accountant to maintain a procedure
which will segregate the purchases of ra w
material according to their uses. If a thorough study is made, the accountant will find
that substantial savings can be realized
where adequate controls are exercised over
classifications of material uses.
Another possibility for tax reduction relates to the interpretation of exemptions on
machinery and parts used in processing,
compounding and manufacturing tangible
personal property. The exemptions in this
category are usually very technical and are
subject to a number of interpretations. In
these cases, the accountant must exercise
discretion in his conclusions or the full
benefit of the exemption provisions will not
be realized. As a n illustration, it is necessary for many concerns to carry sizable
stocks of repair and maintenance parts. The
taxable status of many of these parts is
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usually not determinable at the time of
purchase, since the use to which they are
put will determine their taxability.
Specifically, in one state, pumps used for
pumping water out of mines are exempt
and likewise the pipe attached to such
pumps. However, these same materials are
used for other purposes, such as fire protection or bathhouse equipment. Many concerns which must carry an ample stock of
pumps and pipe cannot ascertain the definite
use at time of purchase and consequently
pay tax on the entire purchase.
It is of interest to know that some states
have issued special permits affording relief
from the situation created by doubt as to
the uses to which purchased items are to
be pu t. In one state, the la w provides that
in certain instances where the taxpayer cannot accurately determine the taxability of
material at the time of purchase, he may
receive permission to pay the tax directly
to the state at the time of use rather than to
the vendor. In order to obtain this permit
from the state, the taxpayer mu st meet certain qu alifying standards and must have an
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inventory system which clearly reflects purchases and withdrawals. Also the requisition for withdrawal must bear a proper
description of the material, its use, and the
taxable status of the material.
Under these conditions, the accountant
has a good opportunity to exercise control
over sales tax costs. His control will depend to a large degree on the efficiency of
the storekeepers. For this reason, all company personnel concerned must be provided
with the proper information and training so
that they may be in a better position to
determine taxability of materials. After a
program of sales tax indoctrination is set
up, the accountant should make a systematic
audit to ascertain that records are kept in
conformity with the law and that maximum
benefits from exemption provisions are received.
The trend towards increased taxes and
more extensive coverage of consumer materials provides the accountant with unusual
opportunities to install controls which will
be of considerable benefit to management.
JOHN K. BLACK, Birmingham Chapter
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